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Abstract

Manufacturing has become a key issue in the present environment. There has been

emerging interest in the use of manufrcturing and manufacturing strategy as a com-

petitive advantage. A critical challenge for production managers is to improve produc-

tivity in today's global economy. For many firms, the market's need for product

differentiation and shorter product life cycles has resulted in diversified production

requirements.

One way of achieving the advantages of diversified, low volume production is

through advanced manufacturing systems. The installation of these manufacturing

qystems requires high initial investment. For this reason, many manufacturing facil-

ities are variations of the traditional job shop. The flexibility of a job shop results in a

complicated workflow with work queuing up at workcenters and causing congestion.

Scheduling has been the conventional method of alleviating operational problems in a

job shop. Most manufacturing occurs in barches and scheduling by itself does not

present an accurate view of the job shop. An essential deærminant of job shop per-

formance is the batching policy employed.

This research is an attempt toward assessing the performance of different

baæhing decisions under various configurations of a manufacturing facility by explor-

ing the interaction of batching policy with variables such as flow time and resource

utilization. The research is based on an actual manufacturing facility that is populated

with job shops and flow lines. We build analytical models for one- and two-server

qystems that process work in batches. More complex qystems are examined using

simulation for various machine confìgurations under the influence of a number of

variables.

The results show that the batch size, the nature of the frst node in the system

(ob shop or flow line), and the scheduling rule are important factors in determining

the performance of a facility. There is a trade-off among the various performance

lu



measures under most circumstances. However, some scenarios illustrate that a combi-

nation of the independent variables can be effective in containing these tradeofß. The

simulation results are analyzed in detail. We also generalize the results for a generic

batch manufacturing system and provide managerial implications. Finally, we provide

directions for further research.
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Chapter 1

I ntroduction

Manufacturing ûechnology has experienced remarkable change in recent years. Con-

ventional manufacturing has relied primarily on two types of equipment. The

first-dedicated machinery such as transfer lines-is best suiæd for mass production

of a single part. The process specialization permits low unit costs, but it inhibits flexi-

bility. The second-unautomated general purpose machine tools-is best suiæd for

small batch production of different parts. Costs per unit tend to be high, but the flexi-

bility of the process can accommodate design changes, demand fluctuations, and shifu

in product mix. Advanced Manufacturing Systems such as Flexible Manufacturing

Systems (FMS) offer a third choice-one with flexibility higher than transfer lines and

unit costs lower than general purpose machine tools (Gerwin 1982). An FMS is an

integraæd system of centrally programmable computers linked with a set of machines

that perform such operations as machining, inspection, and assembly (Buzacott 1982).

The installation of advanced manufacturing systems requires high initial invest-

ment. Consequently, many manufacturing facilities are adaptations of the traditional

job shop. Job shops are complex manufacturing systems with many work centers that

process items in batches. The inherent flexibility of a job shop effects a complicated

workflow with batches queuing up at work centers and causing congestion. Schaffer

(1981) reported that for an average baæh-type production shop, a job spends orúy 5%

of its time on the machine, whereas the remaining 95 % of the time is spent in trans-

portation and queues (Kekre & Udayabhanu 1988). These queues result from the

heterogeneity of the items and cause substantial variability in the arrival and service

patterns. Queuing delays also increase manufacnrring lead time. This has several con-

sequences such as high levels of WIP and safety stock, increased inventory cost,

deterioration and loss of maærial due to increased delay between production and use,



and poor response to change in demand (Karmarkar et al1985).

Scheduling is the conventional method of alleviating such problems in a job

shop. However, scheduling by itself renders an incompleæ view of the job shop. An

essential determinant of job shop perfoûnance is the barching poliry employed (Kar-

markar et aI 1985). For small batch sizes, set-up plays a dominant role in the time a

batch spends waiting to be processed. As the batch size increases, the same set-up is

dispersed over a larger batch, thus reducing the waiting time. A further increase in

the batch size causes a larger wait as the batch takes longer to form. The effect of this

wait is dominant in that the waiting time starts increasing. This increase is exponential

and the system gets saturated quickly, indicating that the waiting time of a batch is

convex in batch size.

This research is an attempt toward assessing the performance of baæhing deci-

sions under given configurations of a manufacturing qysúem. The research is based on

a real manufacturing facility. The outcome of the study will provide suitable batching

policies with regard to a given objective, such as minimization of flow time.

t. t Motivation

This research originated as a study of a manufacturing facility in Brampton, Ontario.

The facility is owned by a company that is one of the world's leading suppliers of

digital telecommunications swirching qystems. The company designs, builds, markets,

and supports a wide range of telecommunications products. The plant undertook a

major renovation and reorganization to establish itself as a world class manufacturing

facility. Some of the goals of the project were a flexible plant environment, an open

concept factory floor, integrated systems, and a simplified material and manufacturing

process. An analysis of these issues resulted in widespread improvements in the facil-

ity. Concomitantly, several problems also surfaced.

The circuit pack (CP) line at the facility is responsible for populating and test-

ing the (inægraæd) circuit boards needed for the swiæhing equipment. The line pro-

duces over 500 types of CPs/boards and is composed of 8 majo¡ steges. Customer



orders drive production at the facility. V/ork is released in the form of batches. There

are no specific rules regarding the work release patterns or batch sizes. Batch sizes

vary usually from 5 to 50 units. They are deærmined by evenly allocating the total

requirement for the product over a fTve-day week. The CP line experiences numerous

material shortages and large set-up times in some stages. The problems are caused

mainly by unreliable suppliers who sometimes deliver defective components, and by

forecast inaccuracies. Iæad times of many parts are unduly long because of the re-

moteness of the suppliers. This causes many problems like high WIP, high safety

stocks, schedule changes, and more important, lack of competitiveness.

To gain an insight into some of these problems and to suggest recommenda-

tions, a simulation of the CP line was constructed. This involved meeting with the

personnel responsible for the CP line and collecting relevant data. The project

spanned a period of one year. The facility is primarily a flow line with some stages

configured as job shops. The purpose of the simulation was to study the effects of

different batching strategies on performance measures such as flow time and resource

utilization. Major parameters such as demand, baæh sizn, and set-up time are

stochastic. Further, the facility is characte{ued by material shortages, high WIP,

large set-up times in some areas, low resource utilization, and lack of coordination

between the manufacturing stages. These elements make the facilify typical of many

batch manufacturing systems. The results of the simulation suggested scheduling rules

and baûching policies that were appropriate for one/more of these factors.

1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this research is to evaluate barching decisions under different con-

fîgurations of a manufacturing facility. These decisions include the batch sizes and the

processing order of the batches. Assume n job types are to be processed on a

machine. A batch is a collection of jobs of the same type. In general, there is more

than one batch of the same job type. The síze of a baæh is the number of jobs it

contains. A batch is assumed processed upon the completion of the last job in the



batch. A set-up is usually incurred if consecutive batches contain different job types.

While there may be similarities between batching and lot sizing, lot sizing

belongs to medium range decisions in the production planning hierarchy whereas the

batching problem is a component of short range decisions like scheduling and shop

floor control. The interest in this study is in the barching decisions only.

The management of a batch production system can be very involved. The vast

variety of the CPs populared at the CP line contributes to high variability in process-

ing times and the arrival patterns, and frequent set-ups. Compounding the circum-

stances are long lead times of the components, material shortages, defective compo-

nents, forecast inaccuracies caused by uncertain demand, and changes in the confrgur-

ation of the facility. These factors induce high safety stocks, high WIP, schedule

changes, and an inability of the firm to meet due dates.

Appropriate batching policies can alleviate these problems in various ways.

Batching affects queues in the system by influencing the variability in processing

times and arrival patterns. More important, it can reduce the time spent by the work

in the system bV (i) reducing waiting times, (ii) increasing resource utilization, and

(iii) reducing set-ups, or a combination of these. Among the problems mentioned

above, an important contribution of batching strategies is to enable the firm to meet

due dates.

Batching is not a cure-all. Analogous to real life situations, production prob-

lems sometimes involve multiple objectives that are often conflicting. The conflict

arises because an improvement in one objective can be achieved only by subordinating

another. As an example, increasing resource utilization may necessitaæ higher pro-

duction rates, which in turn may lead to higher WIP. Meeting due dates may require

rush orders, which could lead to frequent set-ups and thereby reduced utilization. As

batch sizes are reduced, set-ups cause the workload in the system to increase, result-

ing in congestion and requiring larger safety stocks to protect against production

delays. It seems inconceivable to optimize simultaneously with respect to all the

goals. In fact, the multi-item (multi-job type) batching problem is not solvable even

for the single machine case (Dobson et aI 1989).



Smith et aI (1986) noæd several objectives to be of importance to practi-

tioners. These include meeting due dates, maximizing resource utilization, minimizing

WIP, and maximizing production rate. Meeting due daæs was cited as the most im-

portant objective because it can make a firm competitive. The conventional measure

of due date realization is tardiness. The goal of meeting due dates has not been exam-

ined in the batching studies although small batches can be expected to reduce flow

time.

An interesting objective is that of minimizing the flow time of batches. This

objective also minimizes WIP. A reduction in flow time shortens the forecast horizon

thus reducing the need for safety stock. Lower flow times also accelerate the feedback

on quality problems and expedite the introduction of engineering changes and new

products (Dobson et al L989). Flow time minimuztion is achieved easily in a flow

line by scheduling batches of size one but small batches require frequent set-ups and

they exacerbate the complex work flow in a job shop. The interface between a job

shop and a flow line remains to be examined. Experience with the CP line and the

simulation supports the intuition that the job shop causes a bottleneck in the operation,

which influences V/IP and lead times. It would be useful to find a batching strategy

that finds a compromise between the job shops and the flow lines. A suitable strategy

may also reveal bottlenecks, thus exposing other areas in the line that may be disrupt-

ing the work flow

Minimization of flow time is of little consequence when considered in isola-

tion. Flow time is synergistic with its variance-a reduction in flow time is futile if
there is high variability. This observation has important overtones for meeting due

dates. A flow time with low variability is more effective in estimating due daæs than

a flow time with high variability. Flow time is composed of transportation, waiting,

set-üp, and processing times. It is known (Schaffer 1981) that jobs spend substantial

time waiting in queues. Batching can reduce queues in the qystem by reducing the

variability in processing times and arrival patterns, and by increasing resource utiliz-

ation by reducing set-ups. The issue of flow time variance in the context of batching

remains unexplored in the literature.



. The issue of demand in conjunction with batching also needs to be examined.

The effect of demand is not clear although high demand can affect the perfonnance

measures unfavorably. Ofæn high demand entails small orders of varying product

types. This implies frequent set-ups and therefore a decrease in resource utilization

and an increase in flow time and WIP.

Set-up time is another issue that has received little atæntion in the baûching

literature. However, in some cases set-up time can exceed processing time. Set-up

time is of seminal importance in gaging the performance of manufacturing facilities

that release work in batches. Consider a machine that processes work in batches.

Each batch requires a set-up. If the arrival of work is held constant and batch size is

increased, the processing time increases linearly because the effect of set-up is dimin-

ishing. However, as batch size is reduced, more time is spent on set-ups. At some

point the machine reaches capacity resulting in the formation of a queue. Among the

lesser known benefis of reduced set-ups are improved quality control and increased

capacity. Lower set-ups allow production in smaller batches. This leads to a lower

number of defects because defective parts can be identified promptly. Similarly, lower

set-ups result in increased capacity. Porteus (1985,1986a,b) performed a detailed

analysis of set-up cost reduction.

The benefits of reducing the set-up cost transcend the benefits identified
in the EOQ model alone... improved quality control, flexibilify, and
increased effective capacity tend to result (Porteus 1985).

Finally, the effect of processing time variability has been neglected. While the argu-

ment is similar to that for flow time variance, processing time variability is a factor

that may be regulated. It can affect performance measures such as flow time and flow

time variance. A hypothesis in the literature is that large baæhes reduce "variability"

in the system. These beliefs may not be valid in the presence of a highly variable

processing time.

While theoretical deliberation abounds in the literature, this study inænds to



quantify these effects, examine their logic in the presence of baæhing, and assess the

performance of batching decisions under a variety of configurations.

t.¡ Methodology

We will first formulate analytical models for a single-server and a two-server qystem,

that process work in batches. These models can be used to study individual nodes

such as bottlenecks, in a manufacturing facility. They can also be used to take a

holistic view of a group of machines or facilities. We will then focus on larger sys-

tems consisting of facilities that can be characterized as flow lines or job shops. The

approach is to acquire an understanding of the interface between a flow line and a job

shop. This will be done by initially simulating small qystems consisting of job shop

and flow line nodes and then continuing with larger systems as the inæractions

between the dependent and independent variables are understood. The significance of

these interactions will be æsted by using experimental design. The experience gained

will be used to make policy recommendations for generic batch manufacturing sys-

tems.

Simulation is an evaluative technique. It provides a performance estimate for a

given set of parameters. To find an optimal set, simulation should be inærfaced with a

generative procedure, ie, one that generates alternative sets of parameter settings.

Factorial design is such a procedure. The nature of the problem suggests the use of

factorial design with a simulation model to yield a relationship between the indepen-

dent and dependent variables. The simulation will produce a value for the dependent

variables for a given combination of the independent variables. The independent

variables will be batch size, scheduling rule, set-up time, demand, and processing

time variability. The dependent variables will be resource utilization, flow time, flow

time coefficient of variance, and the percentage of tardy baûches.

Simulation can capture reality in detail. However, attempts at using a simula-

tion and statistical design to evaluate alærnative system configurations can be futile

unless the simulation is validated. Queuing network approximations provide an effec-



tive means of modeling such facilities. Whitt (1983a) developed the Queuing Network

Analyzer (QNA) to calculate approximate congestion measures for open networks of

queues. The model can treat non-Markov networks, ie, the arrival processes are not

Poisson and the service-time distributions are not Exponential. QNA can handle large

networks quickly because the calculations required are minimal. Congestion measures

for the network are obtained by assuming that the nodes in the network are stochastic-

ally independent.

The simulation results will be validated by queuing network approximations.

Factorial design will be used to test hypotheses and interactions among the indepen-

dent variables. Regression analysis can then be used to arrive at approximations of the

system in the form of relationships between dependent and independent variables.

t.4 Contribution

This research is a step toward analyzing batching decisions for realistic systems, ie,

ones with flow lines, job shops, multiple machines, and multiple job types. The

results will provide practical managerial implications and insight for similar batch

manufacturing systems. The analytical models provide exact results for analyzing

single- and two-server systems. The simulation models an actual manufacturing facil-

ity. Easily adaptable to other facilities, the model provides an evaluative technique for

studying similar manufacturing problems. In addition, the queuing network approxi-

mations can be used for modeling the facility and for validating the results of the

simulation.

The following are the contributions of this research.

o Formulating analytical models for single- and two-server qystems that process work

in batches.

o Examining the performance of batching decisions under various facility configura-

tions.

o Examining the physical interface between a flow line and a job shop for improving

overall performance.



. Finding empirical evidence for the hypotheses that have been proposed in the liæra-

fure.

o Making policy recommendations for generic batch manufacturing systems by build-

ing on knowledge acquired by analyzing diverse systems.

t.s Practical lmplications

The practical implications of this research are several. The models can produce nume-

rical results to solve specific problems. More important, the research provides a con-

ceptual framework and intuitive insight into manufacturing problems.

Research in manufacturing usually centers on facilities that are comprised pri-

marily of job shops, flow lines, or cells with dedicated machines. Recently, there has

been deliberation on flexible manufacturing. However, most manufacturing is a com-

bination of these facilities. The basic premise in this research is that at a macro level

a facility can be classified as a job shop or a flow line. Moreover, a series of flow

lines can be grouped into an extended flow line and adjacent job shops can be

grouped into one job shop. Thus, alternative system configurations can be evaluated

by studying the simplified arrangements. This information can be very beneficial in

the design and planning ståges.

Conventional lot sizing models use set-up costs as a device to enforce
capacity constraints-they are effectively opporn¡nity costs and they
seldom represent actual cash consequences associated with set-ups (Iftr-
markar et aI 1985).

Set-up costs are fixed one-time costs that are incurred whenever an order is pro-

cessed. In a production setting these costs result from phenomena such as equipment

changeover and transport of materials. These costs cause lot sizes to be higher than

they would be otherwise. They necessitate less frequent set-ups and thus increase the

lot sizes. The association of these to capacity results from the notion that set-ups may

be reduced by investing in æchnology. This fixed investment is recovered by capital-



izing on the opportunity cost of capital. In other words, set-ups represent the oppor-

tunity cost of lost production time. This cost is incurred when production time is a

binding constraint.

The intent of this dialog is that in manufacturing facilities with job shops,

resource utilization cannot reach one because of queues and therefore the capacity

constraint is not literally binding. The cost of set-ups in such a facility is not the op-

porhrnity cost of production time but the waiting cost that is incurred by jobs in

queues. The models in this research capture this set-up directly. Set-ups consume time

and queuing models deal with that time precisely instead of representing them with

surrogate costs.

This research also provides a more accurate view of a bottleneck. The conven-

tional view of capacity leads to the concept of a bottleneck machine that determines

total output. This machine is the first to saturate as output is increased. However,

output is limited by queues and not by a capacity limit. Thus, this concept is of

limited use as output cannot be raised to the capacity of the machine. Bottleneck

machines are the ones that experience substantial queues, which limit total ouÞut.

Further, the queues and hence the bottlenecks can shift with a change in the product

mix and the batching policy so that the conventional view of a bottleneck is improper.

It is ofæn the bottleneck machines that determine the batching policy.

The models in this research can be applied to achieve various ends, eg, sched-

uling, capacity planning, performance evaluation, and engineering analysis. Schedul-

ing can help by ordering the jobs to save set-ups, especially on bottleneck machines.

The models can also help by setting the batch sizes. As discussed earlier, batch sizes

that are too small can quickly saturate a machine. A similar argument may be made

for overly large batch sizes. The knowledge of lead time for different parts can allow

more precise MRP calculations and improve the order release times.

At the planning level, the models provide an insight into the performance of

the facility under differing conditions of product mix, demand, and shift policies.

Long term decisions such as capacity planning can also be evaluated by moderating

parameters such as characteristics of individual machines. More important, the sensi-
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tivity of performance measures to variables such as set-up time can be measured

easily. If certain set-up time reductions are possible by investing in æchnology, their

impact on performance can be estimated (Karmarkar et aI 1985).

Thus, the models in this study can help the decision maker in understanding

how a performance parameter can be used to select an appropriate decision. The

effect of a system configuration on the performance of the facility can significantly

influence the design of the system before the production/process planning stages are

implemented. This knowledge can be useful in developing a manufacturing strategy

for a new product, changing the product mix, and investment in new technology. In

short, the management can position the operations strategy of the manufacturing sys-

tem to complement the manufacturing strategy of the firm.

1.6 Summary

Advanced manufacturing systems have emerged as an offspring of æchnological inno-

vation in computer and numerical control techniques. These qystems manufacture

parts with material handling functions, machine operations, and machine tools under

computer control (Herald & Nof 1978). The steep initial investment of these technol-

ogies has caused most North American manufacturing to adopt traditional methods

such as job shops, which process work in batches. A job shop is a flexible operation

as it can manufacture many different items. The high part variety results in frequent

machine set-ups and a complicated work flow in the shop. The result is that batches

spend much time waiting in queues, which causes congestion. Barching policies can

significantly affect the performance of a manufacturing facility.

This research started as a simulation that was written for studying an actual

manufacturing facility. Familiar problems like long lead times, unstable demand,

shortages, and high set-up times were preventing the company from meeting due

dates, and causing high V/IP and low resource utilization. The main purpose of the

simulation was to fïnd a processing order for the batches and batching policies that

would alleviate some of the problems.
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'We propose to assess the performance of different baûching policies under

given confïgurations of a manufacturing facility by using experimental design to

measure the effect of batch size, demand, processing time variability, scheduling rule,

and set-up time (independent variables) on flow time, flow time coefficient of vari-

ance, resource utilization, and the percentage of tardy batches (dependent variables).

The results will provide suitable batching policies and managerial implications by

analyzing the interactions among the variables.

Although simulation can capture reality in detail, inadequate validation of a

simulation model can render the results insignifÏcant. Queuing network approxima-

tions provide an efficient means for modeling the systems being considered in this

study. These approximations can also be used for validating the results provided by

the simulation. Upon validation, the simulation results will be used with factorial

design to assess the significance of individual factors. These factors will be used to

form regression relationships between the dependent and independent variables.

r.7 Organization

The next chapter contains a review of related literature. Analytical models are devel-

oped in chapter 3. The research methodology and experimental design are outlined in

chapter 4. Chapter 5 contains an analysis of the results. The research concludes in

chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Manufacturing technology has been a well discussed issue in recent years. While

advanced technologies have attempted to bridge the gap between the conventional job

shop and the flow line, the initial investment remains high. For this reason, many

manufacturing facilities are adaptations of the traditional job shop. Job shops usually

include many work centers that process items in batches. The need to divide iæms in

batchès stems from the machine set-up required for each batch. It is estimaæd that

batch production accounts for 60-80% of all manufacturing activities (Chevalier

1986).

Assume n job types are to be processed on a machine. A batch is a set of

similar jobs and the batch síze is the number of jobs in the batch. A job is considered

processed only when its entire batch is processed completely (Some studies also exam-

ine batch splitting where part of a batch can be split and delivered. V/e will not sur-

vey that case). There is usually a set-up between consecutive batches, the length of

which depends on the two job types. This set-up is needed to configure the machine

for the next batch. The general batching problem is to find the batch size and process-

ing order of the batches to optimize a performance measure.

Research in the batching problem is fairly recent. Karrnarkar (1987) first

examined the implications of batching on manufrcturing issues like lead time and

WIP. Uzsoy et al (1992, 1,994) provided a comprehensive review of the production

planning and scheduling models in the semiconductor industry. Bruno and Downey

(1978), Monma and Potts (1989), and Potts and Van V/assenhove (1992) reviewed

complexity issues. In this paper, we attempt to classify the literature in batching,

analyzæ, the proposed models, and provide research directions. We will classify the

models based on the number of processing stages-single, dual, and multiple.
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z.t Single-stage Models

In single-stage models, a single job type (product) or multiple job types are processed

in batches on a single machine or identical parallel machines. We will classify this

section further into single machine models based on (i) mathematical programming,

(ii) queuing theory, (iii) case studies, (iv) parallel machine models, and (v) fabrication

and assembly models. Depending on model formulation, there may be set-up before

every batch is processed. This set-up may also be sequence dependent.

2.1.1 Single machine models based on mathematical programming

The models in this section consider single or multiple part types in a static

deterministic environment, ie, the number of jobs and their ready times are known

and fixed. Set-up time is also known. Jobs may have due dates and demand may be

satisfied by one or more batches with no restriction on the batch sizes. The first three

studies optimize some measure of flow time. The authors arrive at the same result for

the optimal number of batches for the single product problem.

Santos and Magazine (1985) studied the problem of determining the batch sizes and

the number of batches or set-ups required to produce a given set of lots to minimize

completion times. Four definitions of flow time are considered:

Total flow time: ítem availabiliry: The completion of processing of the iæm (in

a batch) determines when it is available (batch splitting).

Tbtal flow tíme: batch availability: The completion of processing of the barch

determines when the item is available.

Definitions (iii) and (iv) are similar to (i) and (ii) except that the order for a batch is

not released until the time of set-up for that batch. These are termed total tight flow

tíme. There are rz product types to be scheduled on a machine.I-et d, be the total

(i)

(iÐ
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batch size required of product i and p, its processing time per unit. For each batch of

product i, a set-up time d is incurred. Further, fr, denotes the number of batches and

b,(i) the size of the jth batch of product i, ie, l:_rb,(i)=d,. In (ii), the completion

time of jobs is determined by the completion time of the batches. If Cu is the com-

pletion time of the 7th batch of producr i, rhen Z = if U,rrr. Even the single
,=t j=l

product problem is complex because the batch sizes can be varied to optimize set-ups.

The authors thus present a model for the single product type.

k, b, ) 0, j=1,...,k

The major result for the single product problem is that the optimum number of

batches,

k*=

and that the optimal batch sizes can be found from

o .[!;1-;] {,i=, ,...,k*k* | 2 ') P'" ^'"'''-

The baæh sizes are decreasing, which indicates that large batches are processed first.

This increases machine utilization because of less frequent set-ups.

The authors propose the models as a link between lot sizing and machine

scheduling by determining the number of barches and the batch sizes to produce the

items. Because the models consider the single operation case only, the authors suggest

its applicabiliry to the scheduling of a single bottleneck machine. They further men-

tion that scheduling of a bottleneck machine may allow more productive management

kj
min E b,E S*bp

j=l t=r
k

Eb,=d
j=1

l5

I Zdn
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of the job shop. Job shops usually employ many machines. Efficient scheduling of a

bottleneck machine in a multi-machine job shop may not imply efficient management

of the job shop. Bottlenecks are usually not machine specific-they can shift with the

iæms being produced and the baæhing policy being employed.

Naddef and Santos (1988) additionally examined the multi-product batching problem

for one machine. For the single product problem they used the same objective func-

tion as Santos and Magazine (1985). Given d jobs with processing time p and set-up

time s for the batches, the problem is to find the optimum number of batches I{ and

the batch sizrs. Iæt å, be the size of the ith batch and k be the number of batches. A

solution to the d-job batching problem, Bd: (br,...,b).The objective is to minimize

the sum of completion times.

The authors present a theorem that allows one to find an optimum solution to

the d-job problem from a solution to the d-I job problem. This theorem leads to a

one-pass (greedy) heuristic that always yields an optimum solution to the d-job bat-

ching problem. The heuristic considers each job and allocates it among the non-empty

batches or the next empty one. This heuristic is not polynomial in the size of the

input. A computationally efficient formulation is also presented.

For the multiproduct problem, n job types are to be processed on a machine.

For each job type i there are d,jobs, each with processing time p,. The set-up time

depends on the type of jobs in the batch. This suggests that batches of like items be

consecutive to save on set-up. By considering job types individually, the authors

propose the one-pass heuristic for the multi-product problem. Each baæh is con-

sidered as one job with processing time s,*dp, and weight 4. These jobs can then be

sequenced in the well known SPT ratio s,*dp,. Limited computational æsting of the

heuristic showed favorable results when the set-up time per product is at least twice

its processing time, on average.

The authors examine a single machine and a single job type. For the multi-

product problem, the authors ciæ the well known SPT heuristic and also provide some

computational experience with this heuristic. The authors also propose that the heuris-
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tic is likely to give better results for a large number of job types than for a small

number. However, the simulations consider three to six job types only and any im-

provement in the heuristic is not evident from the results. The multiproduct batching

heuristic ignores the downstream batches and treats each product as a single product

problem. This poliry is fairly myopic because the downstream batches can have an

effect on the optimal baæhing. Set-up times are not sequence dependent and there is

no reference to the impact of the baúching policies on WIP and cost.

Dobson et al (1987) extended the above results by providing a bound for the multiple

product problem. They studied the problem of optimal baæhing decisions in a closed

job shop, which they define as a shop that builds to a schedule derived from a down-

stream department instead of external demand. The objective is to minimize the flow

time of parts through the shop. Two types of flow time are mentioned. In item ftow
(batch splitting), a part can be delivered after being processed. In batch flow, a part

waits until the remainder of is batch is processed. The authors present IP formula-

tions of both problems for the single product case and heuristics for the multi-product

case.

The single product problem is not simple to solve because both the number and

the composítion of batches must be resolved. Thus, the authors present a model for a

single product type and constant set-up time. This model is extended to include vari-

able set-up times. The multiple product batch flow problem is substantially more

complex than the single product problem. The authors resort to heuristics that build

upon the results above. Both heuristics produce sub-optimal results due to their

myopic nature, ie, they ignore the size of downstream barches when deûermining the

size of the initial batches (larger batches should be sequenced first). To improve these

schedules, the authors look at reallocating the quantities among existing baæhes by

reformulating the variable set-up time model. Under restrictive assumptions, the

authors derive an arduous expression for the optimal barch sizes. To this effect, two

more heuristics are proposed. A lower bound is also presented for assessing the sol-

utions provided by the heuristics.
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Extensive computâtional testing of the heuristics revealed that the correct batch

size depends not only on the characteristics of the parts that form the batch, but also

on the total work waiting. The average percentage by which the heuristic solutions

exceed the lower bound varies from .6-24.1%. When the demand per part type is

small, the solution tends to allocate a batch to each part. Better results are obtained

for cases with high demand because of the aggregation of batches of similar parts.

The main result of this study is that the optimal poliry to minimize flow times

is to sequence the batches in order of decreasing stz.e. It is possible that increasing all

batch sizes will reduce the variability in the qystem. However, increasing the baûch

sizæ of selected items may increase the variability of the arrival process. A limitation

of the results is that they apply to the single machine case. Set-up times are also

sequence independent.

The above studies optimize some measure of lead time. Zdrzalka, (1991) presented

heuristics for the single machine scheduling problem with the objective of minimizing

makespan. Jobs are partitioned into batches and a unit set-up is incurred when con-

secutive batches are of different job types. All jobs are available at time zero and the

machine processes one job at a time, without preemption. The processing times and

delivery dates are known. The three heuristics presented are of polynomial complexity

with the worst case performance bounds onmakespan of fl-I,2, and 5/3, where n is

the number of jobs. Zdrzalka (1995) later provided two more heuristics with worst

case perfonnance bounds of 312. Computational results show that the heuristics are

highly sensitive to the parameters like set-up and delivery times.

Unal and Kiran (1992) examined a single machine scheduling problem where a

number of part types are processed. The objective is to minimize tardiness. The Batch

Sequencing Problem (BSP) is defined as finding a sequence of baûches of part types so

that the production requirement of all parts is met. The authors show that the BSP can

be transformed into an equivalent Feasibility Problem (FP). The FP is finding a feas-

ible sequence given the jobs and their processing times, due dates, and set-up times.
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Therefore, BSP has a solution only if FP is feasible and a solution to FP is a solution

to BSP. It is shown that tardiness is minimized by ordering the jobs according to their

due dates. Thus, given a batching structure, the batch sequence is easy to find. The

FP is then reduced to finding a structure that would yield a feasible sequence. The

authors also mention that in a feasible sequence, jobs of the same part type should be

processed according to due dates.

The authors present a heuristic to construct a sequence that minimizes maxi-

mum tardiness. The argument is then used in an exact algorithm that sequences jobs

according to due dates. The jobs are grouped into batches and the baæh with the last

due date is scheduled as late as possible. A feasible sequence minimizes the number

of set-ups. Extensive numerical testing of the algorithm showed satisfactory results.

The study considers only the single machine case and part dependent set-up times.

Set-up times could also be caused by machines, tool changeover, and transportation.

2.1.2 Single machine models based on queuing theory

Karmarkar (1987) fïrst explored the interactions among baûching, manufacfur-

ing lead times, and WIP by using standard queuing models that investigate congestion

phenomena and their effects on waiting times. The models are more suited to manu-

facturing facilities such as closed job shops where the WIP remains fairly constant.

The study considers a single machine in such a job shop, which is modeled as an

I;Ù.{IIùll./L queue. Items arriving at the machine are alike and have the same batch size.

In effect, the machine processes batches of a single iæm. I-et

D : demand (units/year)

P - processing rate of machine (units/year)

Q : barch size

ìt : D/Q : average arrival rate of batches (batches/year)

r : set-üp time per batch (year)

î : r + Q/P = processing time per batch (year)
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þ : tlx : P/(Pr+Q) : processing rate of machine (batches/year).

The M/M/l assumption precludes the batching policy from causing variability in the

arrival or the service process. Standard results from the MIMII queue give p : ÀI
: Dlp*DrlQ.This shows the dependence of p onthe baæh size. The conditionp(1

gives an upper bound on Q as Drl(l-DlP). The expression for the average time in

qystem (Karmarkar et al 19S5b) shows that as batch stzl (Q) decreases, average time

in system (7) grows rapidly as p approaches 1. For large values of Q, Z becomes

approximaûely linear in Q.The author provides an asymptotic lower bound for Z and

shows that average waiting time is system is convex in batch size. It is shown that

similar results hold for the M/D/l case.

The formulation assumes only one type of item. The multi-item scenario is

considerably more complex. Altering the lot size of an item can cause queuing delays

for all other items. This can also affect the lead times of the iæms. In the multi-item

model, the author considers a single stage facility with arrival of batches according to

a Poisson process. The time to process a batch varies according to the item. Barches

are processed in the order they arrive. The facility is modeled as an Mlcll queue

with the batch processing times specifying the service time distribution. It is shown

that items should be batched so that batch processing times are uniform.

The study considers the single product case, which raises the question of the

need for batching and set-up. Few job shops are single machine work centers. The

models do not take into consideration final product inventories and backorders.

Kekre (1987) examined the impact of product mix on the performance of a manufac-

turing cell. The model is similar to the above but considers savings in set-up if con-

secutive batches arriving at the facility are of the same type. The context is a closed

job shop with a single work center that processes iæms in batches. In a closed job

shop, the amount of work remains constant and parts are not made to-order. The

author studies the effect of increased product mix and a "look-ahead" sequencing rule
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on the queuing delay. The cell is modeled as an MIMIL queue and the results are

validated by simulation.

The impact of increased product mix is analyzed by the saving in set-up if
consecutive batches are the same type. If À, denotes the arrival raûe of a batch of iæm

i then À:DÀ¡ is the total arrival rate. Thus the probability that an arriving baæh is of

the same type as the previous batch is À,/À. This gives the probability that a set-up is

not required for the arriving batch. Similarly, 1-\/\ is the probability that a set-up

is needed. The author shows that this policy reduces the wait as compared to a model

that does not take set-up saving into account. Howeve¡ if the product mix is too

varied then À,/À is too small to make a significant impact. For the "similar" item case

the author shows that queuing delay increases with product mix even if the load on

the facility is kept constant. Símilar items are defined as having identical demand, set-

up, and processing time requirements. It is not clear how product mix can be varied

using this definition. The increased delay is likely due to more frequent set-ups

instead.

The look-ahead sequencing rule arranges the queue so that the batches of

different items that are waiting for service are consecutive. This elirninates the need

for frequent set-ups. In effect, the item that is being processed currently is given

priority. The probability of a set-up is computed by conditionally examining the qys-

æm with n batches present. A set-up for an arriving batch is needed if all baæhes in

the system are different or if the system is empty and the last batch processed was

different. The heuristic is validated by simulation and results show that savings in set-

up are small.

The models in this study consider the single machine case and for the most

part the single item case. The distinction between similar iæms and identical iæms is

not clear. The facility is assumed to be a closed job shop but in most job shops the

arrival of work is dynamic and demand is difficult to estimaæ.

Karmarkar et al (1992) extended the results of Karmarkar (1987) to a multi-iæm

environment and provided qualitative implications. The facility is modeled as an
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lÀlIGII queue with the objective of choosing batch sizes to minimize queuing delay.

The authors develop bounds on the queuing time and optimal batch sizes. These

results are used to formulate batch sizing heuristics. The approximations and bounds

are used to discuss qualitative implications of batch sizes on queuing delays. The first

heuristic is based on the upper bound of the queuing delay in an M/G/l queue. The

assumption is that set-up times are approximately equal. The second heuristic assumes

that utilization levels are high. The third heuristic uses the lower bound as an approxi-

mation. The expression for the optimal batch size in the second heuristic is similar to

the one in Dobson et aI (1987). Computational testing of the heuristics shows good

results.

The results suggest that batch sizes vary directly with set-up times; batch sizes

increase at an increasing rate with utilization; batch sizes for all iæms should have the

same run time/set-up time ratio; and this ratio depends on the total utilization of the

facility. Further, this ratio should be between 2 and 20. The authors also propose that

baûching to minimize average wait also tends to minimize the variability in waiting

time. The model assumes that there are no set-up costs. Also, the 2-20 heuristic is

seldom true in the manufacture of small discrete parts like circuit board assembly

where the set-up time frequently exceeds processing time.

2.I.3 Case studies

Seidmann et al (1985) examined the relationship between batch sizes and lead

times in the context of a unitary manufacturing cell (UMC). A UMC contains several

flexible work stations served by a materials handling robot. The cell produces one

product at a time. Produced parts are examined in the cell and reworked if necessary.

As opposed to single machine sequencing, the UMC operates under continuous load

with stochastic processing times and no set-up. The objective of the study is to devel-

op a predictive model for describing the production capacity of the cell. The authors

consider batch production and well as "interleaved" production of several products.

Suppose the cell has to manufacture a batch of B identical parts. Since the cell

processes one part at a time, the manufacturing times for all parts are independently
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and identically distributed. Let T, and 1r^ denote the times for processing one part at

mnnufacturing (lvÐ and rqvorkíng (R), and T* and Q denote the corresponding times

for the batch. The total batch time is 0=T,*TR. LethM(t),hR!),hy(t),h¡(t), and hu|)

denote the appropriate density functions, where the first two are given and the others

are desired. The mean and variance are denoted by p*o* and so on. The authors

provide the various means and variances, and the probability density functions for

h¡(t),h¡(t), and huQ). They further develop expressions for the coefficients of vari-

ation of N and I and show that large batches display small process variability.

The results allow the prediction of mean and variance of variables such as

number of recycles and time spent by a batch in a facility. The effect of a change in

batch sizes and rework rate on the operation of the cell can also be explored. The

model is valid only under some very restrictive assumptions. Set-up costs are assumed

zero and preemptions are not allowed. This implies that there are no machine break-

downs. The authors also do not refer to the issue of sequencing the batches.

I-e,e et al (1993) proposed a batching and sequencing algorithm for minimizing set-up

on NC punch presses used in the production of sheet metal components. Similar to the

studies in $2.1, the algorithm works in two stages. In the fîrst stage, the algorithm

attempts to partition the set of products into the least possible number of batches by

considering the tool magazine constraints. The second stage deûermines a sequence for

the batches by using the nearest neighbor heuristic. Multiple solutions to the problem

are generated by considering a different batch as the starting batch each time. Given

the set of sequences, the one that minimizes the total tool changeover time is selected.

The problem is equivalent to solving the TSP where the objective is to tour the

given cities in the shortest distance with no city visited twice. The similarity between

the two problems becomes apparent when the distances are replaced by tool

changeover times. Thus, given a starting batch, the baæh with the minimum

changeover time is sequenced next. The difference is that in TSP the tour ends where

it begins, while in this problem it ends at the last city. The algorithm assumes that
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products require at most one tool magazino Demand is deterministic and raw material

is available at the beginning of the planning horizon.

Chua et al (1.993) examined the baæhing problem for a repair shop with limited

spares and finite capacity, with the objective of minimizing the backorders. They

suggested several batching policies based on the works of Karmarkar et al and Dob-

son et al and evaluaæd them using a simulation of a hypothetical repair shop. On

arrival a failed unit is diagnosed and disassembled. Assuming the failure of the unit is

caused by a single part, the failed part is removed from the unit and sent for repair.

In the meantime, the unit may wait for the failed part to be repaired or a spare part

may be supplied if available. If a spare is supplied, then the failed part enærs the

spare parts inventory upon repair. The amount of capital limits the availabilify of

spares.

The authors formulate a mathematical model of the single product problem

whose failure is due to one of the parts. The barching problem is then the determina-

tion of batch sizes for the parts given the number of spares for each part to minimize

the average time in system for the units. Because of the intractability of the math-

ematical model, the authors present six heuristics that are based on the liærature in

batching, manufacturing, and scheduling.

For the simulation experiments, the authors assume that the unit contains five

parts and failure is caused by one of these parts. Besides the batching poticy, the

factors considered are arrival rate of failed units, ratio of set-up to run time, and

initial spares inventory budget. The performance measure is average time in qystem of

units. The results of the experiments indicate the superiority of two heuristics: (Ð

barch parts of the same type that are waiting for repair and select the one with the

smallest weighted batch processing time (WBPT), and (ii) batch parts of the same

type and process the batch with the smallest WBPT weighted by the current number

of spares (SP-V/BPT). Under these two policies, batches are formed as soon as the

repair center becomes available. The other four policies can render the repair center

idle as batches form.
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The study considers a single type of repairable unit and a simple product

structure-the repairable unit consists of five parts. WBPT and SP-WBPT minimize

time in sysúem by forming smaller batches. This should also increase the frequency of

set-ups, especially with a large number of parts, the impact of which is not apparent

in the study. The authors do not refer to the issues of normality and independence of

the simulation ouçut or report the number of replications of the simulation experi-

ments.

2.1.4 Parallel machine models

Dobson et al (1989) extended their single machine models to examine the

batching of a single product on parallel heterogeneous machines with the objective of

flow time minimization. With multiple machines there is also the issue of work allo-

cation among the machines. In absence of set-ups or if set-ups are equal across the

machines, each machine will be allocated work proportional to its processing raæ. In

the presence of set-ups, it is possible that some machines may not be allocated work

at all and the batching policies may be machine specific.

The problem is to allocate work to machines and set batch sizes to minimize

the total flow time for processing total work D through a machine center with ru

heterogeneous machines, ie, choosing the allocations D,, i:1,...,n and dividing them

into batches e¡¡, j=7,...,Ft¡, í:1,...,m, to minimize total flow time. The flow time

minimization problem can be written as:

mñ¡j

f¡l *:l ÐE (ls,*q*tr,)Q,
Di>o qij>Q j=l j=l k=l

ni

Eq, = D,
j=r

m

ÐD'-D.
I

{n'}i-'

where
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rn = number of machines

D : tolzl amount of work

s, : set-up time on machine i

r¡ : processing rate of machine i.

D, : amount of work allocated to machine i

n, : number of batches to be run on machine i

e¡ : sizn of batch j on machine i.

This problem can be split into m single machine problems, the solution of which is

provided in Dobson et aI (1987). It is further shown that with equal set-up times the

number of batches is equal for all machines.

The authors consider the processing of baæhes of one product on parallel

machines. This raises the question of the need for batching. It is assumed that the

total amount of work is divisible continuously, which may not be true especially if the

machines are heterogeneous. The authors do not provide examples or computational

experience with the heuristics developed.

Tang (1990) presented a scheduling model of multiple products on identical parallel

machines. This model is more general than the above stud¡ which considers the

single item case only. Part types are partitioned into families. On each machine a

significant set-up is incurred when the machine changes from processing one part type

to a part type that belongs to a different family. In addition, a minor set-up is

incurred between part types irrespective of the part families. The processing time of a

part is small in comparison with the set-up times. The performance measure is the

makespan.

Parts of a type are grouped into a batch, which can be divided into smaller

batches (at the expense of minor set-ups) to form a schedule. The order in which the

families and part types within a family are processed on a machine is independent of

the completion time. Thus, the scheduling problem is to determine the batch size of

each part to be processed on each machine. Since this problem is NP-complete, the
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author presents a heuristic approach to find a near optimal solution.

Similar to Dobson et aI (L989), the heuristic consists of two levels-aggregated

and disaggregated. Both levels employ modified versions of the Multifit method

(Coffman et al 1978) and the FFD rule. The output of the aggregated level is the pro-

portion of machine time allocated to each family initially. The disaggregated level

uses this information to determine the batch size of each part type to be processed on

each machine. Using an IP formulation, the author establishes a tight lower bound on

the optimal completion time to evaluate the heuristic. Computational results show

that, on average, the modified Multifit method finds schedules that are within 45% of

optimal.

The author'examines a production system that is single stage. He further

assumes that set-up times are sequence independent and significantly greater than

processing times. Batches are divisible continuously for forming schedules and no

machine processes more than one batch of the same part type or family. The com-

pletion time is independent of the order in which families and parts within a family

are processed on a machine. This assumption is not valid in the presence of set-ups,

which are usually sequence dependent.

2.1.5 Fabrication & assembly models

This problem occurs in the production of components on a machine, for as-

sembly into end items. The production process consists of a fabrication stage and an

assembly stage. The end items are assembled from several components, which are

fabricated on a single machine. Each end item requires components unique to it and

components common to all iæms. The assembly stage is not capacity constrained. The

fabrication stage thus represents the capacity bottleneck. The machine incurs a fixed

set-up between batches of different component types. There is no limit on the batch

sizes. The problem is to schedule the fabrication stage so as to feed the assembly

stage efficiently.

Coffman et al (1989) first examined this problem in which subassemblies of two types
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are made and then assembled into end products. Each product contains one

subassembly of each type. The objective is to minimize the total flow time of the

products. The authors present rather involved O(n) and O("[n) algorithms for the

problem, where n is the number of products.

The study is applicable for single stage manufacturing systems only. Set-up

time is constant for both subassemblies and all products contain both subassemblies,

ie, there ate no unique parts in the products. Moreover, the intricacy of the

algorithms is such that extension to more than two products requires "a substantially

greater effort". Finally, the authors do not present any computational examples.

Baker (1988) analyzed the problem with the objective of minimizing the mean com-

pletion time of jobs in fabrication. A job is the fabrication of the required quantity of

coÍrmon and unique components. A job is complete when its common and unique

components have been fabricated. The author shows that SPT sequencing is optimal

under the assumption that the product requiring the shortest run time for cortmon

parts will also require the shortest set-up and run time for unique parts. The remain-

ing problem is to determine the number of set-ups and their location in the SPT

sequence.

Consider a base schedule that contains no set-ups. A job's completion time

will then exceed the completion time in the base schedule by a delay caused by set-

ups. Thus the completion times can be minimized by minimizing the total delay. A

job's delay is determined by the number of set-ups that precede it and by the number

of following jobs prior to the next set-up. Suppose that at some stâge a set-up is

scheduled immediaæly before a run for the common components of product i and in

the following batch parts for jobs i to k are produced. Thus a portion of the schedule

is in the form SC, ... CoU, ... Ur, where S = set-up time for a baæh of common com-

ponents, Ç. : tun time for the common components of product j, and U; : set-up +

run time for the unique components of product j. If vn denotes the delay incurred in

this sequence, then ra : (tt - i + 1).S - (k - i + lXCr*, + ... + Ç), where n is the

total number of products. This definition allows a dynamic programming formulation
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for the minimum total delay F(n). Define F(0) : 0 and F(k) : 
ffi {rti-l) + v*}.

The author gives a numerical example for four jobs and two set-ups.

The model considers only a single stage facility and each product requires only

two part types. A job's requirement for common parts is related to its demand for

unique components. A common component is cofirmon to all products. There is no

limit on batch sizes and set-up times are independent of sequence. The assembly

process is not capacity constrained. The implicit assumption is that the completion

times of the jobs in fabrication determine the completion times of assembled products.

Moreover, with many products the dynamic programming formulation becomes com-

plex.

Aneja and Singh (1990) extended Baker's approach to the case where each product

requires a unique component and m different common components, each requiring a

separate set-up. The authors show that the problem is equivalent to solving m 2-com-

ponent type problems. The optimal batching decisions for these lø problems can be

combined to obtain an optimal batching decision for the entire problem. The authors

present an O(mn) algorithm for finding a schedule that minimizes the total completion

time of all products.

Sung & Park (1993) examined the same problem but with the minimization of mean

flow time as the objective. The authors develop a branch and bound @B) algorithm

for the batch splitting instance, ie, an end product is complete when the fabrication of

both its cortmon and product dependent components is compleúe. They also construct-

ed a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm and compared the perforrnance of the two

algorithms. The BB algorithm was more efficient in terms of both the memory re-

quirement and execution time, especially for a large number of products.

The barching problem is complex for even the single-product, single-machine case.

The only results available are the optimal number of batches and batch sizes. While it
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seems that batching is unnecessary with only one product type, the machine may still

need set-up for loading parts and maintenance. The need for set-up adds complexity to

the problem. While the analytical models include an explicit set-up, the models based

on queuing theory denote set-up by congestion and queuing delays. OnIy heuristics

are available for the multiple product case. These heuristics work in two

stages-allocating the work among batches and then sequencing the batches. The

purpose of studying the this problem is to gain insight into the parallel machine case,

which uses the results for the single machine case. The heuristics for the parallel

machine case divide the problem into two steps. The first step is to allocate the work

among the machines. Once work has been allocated, the machines can be considered

independently and the batch sizes can be determined by using the results for the single

machine problem.

The fabrication and assembly models are more restrictive. The assumption of

infinite batch sizes implies that the machine never runs out of parts, which also pre-

cludes machine breakdowns. Set-ups are also assumed constânt. The problem occurs

frequently in the semiconductor industry where parts are inserted into circuit boards

for assembly later in the manufacturing process. However, in real life many such

machines may operate in series to minimize set-up, which is sequence dependent. The

assumption of an infiniæ capacity assembly stage becomes less tenable under these

circumstances.

z.z Dual-stage Models

In dual-stage models, processing occurs in two stages. Ahmadi et aI (1992) examined

manufacturing systems that are equipped with barch and discrete processors. A dis-

crete processor processes one job at a time while a baûch processor processes a baûch

of jobs simultaneously. The authors analyzed a class of scheduling problem arising

from a two-stage flowshop where the batch processor plays an important role such as

a bottleneck.

I-et P denote a batch processor, ô denote a discrete processor, and -' denote
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the system configuration. For example, 0*ô denotes a confþration in which a batch

processor is followed by a discreûe processor. The total number of jobs is an inæger

multiple of the baûch size. Jobs are arranged in ascending order of their processing

times. Given the system configuration and set of jobs to be processed, the scheduling

problem is to decide the composition of the batches, the barch sequence on p and the

job sequence on ô. The performance measures are the makespan and the sum of com-

pletion times. The system configurations are ß-6, õ-ß, and Br+Br.

For the minimization of makespan on B+$, the authors show that the optimal

policy is the Full Batch-LPT schedule, ie, run full barches on É with the jobs sorted

in the LPT order according to ô. This schedule avoids idle time on ô thus minimizing

the makespan. The implicit assumption in a Full Batch is that the jobs in the batch are

identical and the batch size is determined by the capacity of B. Since &-É is antitheti-

cal to 0*ô, an SPT-Full Batch schedule is optimal on ð-É, ie, process the jobs accor-

ding to SPT on ô and process full batches on B. This schedule is optimal because the

batches are processed as early as possible, thus avoiding idle time on p. A Full

Batch-Full Batch schedule is optimal for Br--Br. Jobs are processed on 0r as soon as

possible and on B, as late as possible without increasing the makespan.

The minimization of completion time is more involved than makespan. In a

&*B qystem, the optimal policy is to process jobs in SPT on ô. The batch disparching

problem is then to determine the batch size and the processing order of batches on B

for minimizing the sum of completion times. The authors present a dynamic program

to determine an optimal schedule on P. In the lpgz system it is optimal to schedule

full batches on B,. The problem then reduces to &-É. In the 0*ð sysæm the Full-

Batch policy is optimal otr 0r, with the jobs in a batch sorted by SPT. The authors

describe two heuristics to determine the job content of each batch to minimize the

sum of completion times. The performance of the heuristics is compared with a lower

bound that is generated by the Lagrangian relaxation of an IP. The heuristics perform

"reasonably well". Extensions are presented for the multiple family and the three-

machine flowshop problem.

A limitation of the study is the omission of set-ups. This stems from the ass-
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umption that the processors process only one family of jobs simultaneously. However,

set-ups are not present even in the multiple family case. Other limiting assumptions

are that the processing times are known in advance and the batch processing time is

independent of the composition of the batch.

The two-stage case is a natural extension of the single-stage case. There is a lack of

research on two-srage models. A possible reason is the complexity involved con-

sidering that the only results available are for the single-machine, single product case.

2.3 Multi-stage Models

Multi-stage models are the most general case since there can be several machines in a

given confþration. These machines can be arranged in series, parallel, or a com-

bination of the two. A common thread that ties most multi-stage models is the use of

queuing networks. In this approach, the entire facility is decomposed into its consti-

tuent nodes. Each node is then treated as an independent M/M/l , iÑ.[lclt, or GlGll
queue. The route taken by an iûem or a class of items through the facility determines

the amount of work at the node. The performance characteristics of each node, such

as utilization and flow time, are computed using these models. Once the results are

available for individual nodes, the results for the entire facility are obtained easily

using the independence assumption.

Karmârkar et aI (1985a) extended Karmarkar (1987) to a multi-item multi-machine

job shop. The authors contend that in job shops with queues, the lot sizing problem

can be formulated as the minimization of inventory cost because capacity constraints

manifest themselves in queues and WIP.
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where

hu : holding cost of units of item i waiting or being processed at work center j
ft,r : holding cost of finished units of item i
D¡ : total required output of item i (unis/time)

Q¡ : batch size for item i
p¡ : traffic intensity at machine j
T, : mean time spent by batches of item i at machineT.

The first term in the objective represents V/IP costs and the second finished goods

cost. The first constraint is the st¿bility condition for the queues at work cenærs. This

constraint is redundant as each Ç approaches infinity as pl approaches one. Similarly

the second constraint is also redundant since some p, will exceed one as aîy Q¡

approaches zero, due to increased set-ups. The authors also provide extensions to the

model for set-up costs and safety stock costs.

The authors mention several applications of the model in job shop manage-

ment. They also concede that the model will not handle seasonal demand variations

and the cost of holding accumulated inventory. Also, all machines at a work center

are assumed identical. The model cannot handle more than one limiting capacity at a

work center, ie, a situation in which machine time and tool availability are both con-

strained.

Karmarkar et aI (1985b) validaæd the results of the above study by examining the

relationship between lot sizes and lead times. The authors examined these phenomena

by developing an analytical model and a simulation model for an actual manufacturing

cell. The manufacturing cell was arranged to improve the production of a group of

mm
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similar parts that had been experiencing long production lead times, high WIP, and

difficulty in coordinating assemblies. The objective of the simulation was to devise

appropriate lot sizing policies for the cell. Although the simulation was not validaûed

against the operation of the cell, experience with the cell convinced the users of its

validity. Experimentation with simulation led to a reduction of manufacturing lead

time and WIP by over 50%.

The authors claim that queuing delays at machines in multi-item manufacturing

shops are related directly to lot sizes. If the machine is modeled heuristically as an

M/M/l queue processing identical items, the authors show that the average time Z

spent in the system by a batch is given by

T_

where

D : total work to be done (units/time)

P - processing rate of the machine (uniltime)

Q : batch size

z : set-up time per batch.

This queuing model is extended to the multi-item case by modeling the facility as an

MIGII queue. The case of a manufacturing system with several machines at each

work center is modeled as an open network of M/G/c queues. At each stage the queu-

ing model is embedded in an optimization model that determines optimum lot sizes.

The most general case is coded as a computer program called Q-LCIfS. A comparison

of the results obtained by Q-LOTS and simulation with respect to average lead time

indicates that Q-LOTS results are 20% better than the simulation approach. This may

not be a shortcoming of the simulation as the authors do not test the simulation thor-

oughly. Another factor that restrained the performance of the simulation is that work

is released at a uniform rate in the simulation but not in the analytical model.

7+ QIP
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Karmarkar et al (1987) extended Karmarkar et aI (1985a,b) by examining the impact

of operational issues such as equipment levels, multiple shifts, overtime, and barching

policy on the performance of a manufacturing cell.

The cell is modeled as an open network of queues using node decomposition

heuristics. The queuing model incorporates as decision variables the number and types

of machines, the items to be processed, the production volume of each iæm, the shift

and overtime policy, and the batching policy used in the cell. The model also selects

the best batching policy for given capacity and load. The manufacturing cell consists

of eight major work centers, two of them with multiple machines. The cell processes

27 parts with different routings and 3-I2 operations/part. The available data comprises

routings for each part including set-up and processing times. Raw material cost, fin-

ished goods cost, and annual demand are also known.

The increase in shift capacity expectedly leads to decreased manufacturing lead

time and WIP though the improvements are obtained at a diminishing rate. The

effects of batching policy are more interesting. Although the lot sizæs being used were

fairly small, the model finds improved lot sizes for some combinations of capacity

and number of shifts. The model results in up to 40% improvement in performance in

terms of lead time and WIP for all cases. However, the results were less striking in

the two-shift case where the additional capacity had already alleviated queues and lead

times. The effect of capacity changes was also deemed favorable in that the improve-

ment in lead time and WIP outweighed the cost of additional equipment. The baæhing

policies had substantial impact on the queues and bottlenecks although the results are

inconclusive. Overall, there was an improvement in performance.

The authors contend that average performance indicators are misleading

because they assume full capacity utilization. The model assumes resource availability

and takes an average view of the manufacturing facility. Further, to model shifu and

overtime, the processing rate of machines is altered. This has the effect of reducing

variability in the process, which may affect the optimal barching policy.

Zipktn (1986) extended Karmarkar (1987) to develop cost minimization models for
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batch production facilities, by including multiple products, backorders and final-pro-

duct inventories. The production facility is described by fixed parameters, and deci-

sion variables represent batch sizes and safety stocks. Demand and the production

process are stationary. The models are supposed to be simple enough to be used for

comparing alternative facility configurations, evaluating new equipment, and assessing

the effects of changes in demand and product mix. The basic premise behind the

models is to represent the inventory of a product by a standard inventory model, and

the production facility by a standard queuing model. These two models are then

linked by the waiting time in the queuing system.

Numerous simplifying assumptions are made. The production scheduling func-

tion is passive and it does not utilize information on inventory for making decisions.

Orders are thus processed on an FCFS basis. All costs, demand, and production

processes are stationary. Batches of a product are of the same size and the demands of

individual products are independent. There is considerable independence among

demands during disjoint time intervals. Demand for each product is described by the

mean and variance per unit time. All stockouts are backordered. The order processes

for the products are independent and nearly renewal processes, the superposition of

which constitute the arrival process at the production facilify. The average inventory

and backorders of each product are represented by its distribution of lead time

demand. The time required to process a batch is dominated by the set-up time, not the

batch size. The models are also highly mathematical in nature, which presents a

limitation in modeling sufficiently realistic systems. The need for a queuing model

necessitates the knowledge of the mean and variance of the waiting times, which may

not be computable. The effect of batch size on processing time is not considered in

detail, which is crucial in modeling the behavior of a barch processing facility.

Bertrand (1985) studied the effect of batch sizes on batch flow times and cost in a

multi-product multi-stage manufacturing system. There is more than one routing for a

batch and the mean production rate is constant for each product. Batches are served as

they arrive, without preemption. The batch flow time model uses a closed shop queu-
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ing model (Solberg 1981) to estimate values for the waiting times at the workcenûers

for given workload, capacity, and processing times. Since barch sizes affects flow

times, the author develops a batch size optimizztion model. Analogous to Zipkin

(1986), this model is linked to the queuing model via the in-proeess inventory. Bert-

rand presents an iterative procedure that produces barch sizes for minimizing cost.

Bertrand also represents total costs (ordering * carrying + WIP) as a function

of the batch sizes and shows that this function is strictly convex, ie, it has a unique

minimum. This function can be used to solve for the optimal baûch sizes. By exam-

ining a simplified situation with homogeneous products, he showed that the con-

sideration of carrying costs creates an upper bound for the optimal barch size for

increasing demand. Also, neglecting the carrying costs may result in barch sizes being

up to twice as large as optimal. He also assumed that processing time per batch at a

work center is proportional to the batch size. However, set-ups can have a significant

effect on the batch processing times.

The multi-stage case is the most general. There can be several stages, which can be

arranged in an arbitrary configuration. Moreover, the decomposition approach lends

considerable flexibility in modeling such facilities. In most cases, the only information

needed is the arrival pattern of jobs, the mean and variance of the processing times,

the configuration of the facility, and the routing of the jobs. V/hile most of these

parameters are available, the mean and variance of the processing times are almost

impossible to estimate. The decomposition approach is also heuristic in nature. A

major shortcoming is that it ignores the correlation that is added to the ouþut job

stream from a machine. This implies that the arrival process to the next stage is not a

renewal process, which invalidates one of the assumptions of the decomposition

approach.

2.4 Summary

The batching problem seems modest without set-ups. However, even advanced man-
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ufacturing technologies incur set-up, which makes the problem intricate. Moreover,

since different machines have different characteristics, a batch size optimal for one

machine may not be optimal for another machine. The complexity of the problem

makes it unsolvable for even the multiple item, single machine case. Only heuristics

are available. Most research in batching is on the single stage case, which is not a

realistic real-life scenario. The models also assume that the facility is a closed job

shop where product variety is small and demand is known and constant. Most job

shops are open and make parts to-order. This increases the product variety and it is

difficult to estimate the load on the machines because demand is not known. The

multi-stage models ofæn rely on queuing networks, which is a heuristic approach.

Additionally, most studies consider a single performance measure, or measures that

are related. This makes it impossible to gage interactions among the measures and

study the trade-offs involved. There have also been simulation studies but most

models are tested inadequately and the details of the simulation models are minimal.

The issues of variable demand, variation of set-up time, flow time variance, and

processing time variability are also possible research directions.
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Chapter 3

Analytical Models

In this chapter we consider a single server and a two server queuing sysæm with

batch service. A batch is defined as a collection of homogeneous items. Customers

arrive from an infinite source according to a renewal process and wait to form a baûch

of size M. The customer who completes the batch (Mth customer) is termed the super-

customer. The batch is then released for service after set-up. The server services the

batch according to the FIFO protocol. A batch may have to wait for conclusion of

service of the preceding batch(es) since preemption is not allowed. The inærarrival

time between individual customers is governed by a Phase+ype distribution. The set-

up time and service time distributions are also Phase-type. The two models presented

are: (i) a PH/PH/I queue, and (ii) a PH|PH/2 queue, both with individual arrival and

batch service. These queues occur frequently in manufacturing qystèms, traffic con-

trol, and communication.

Manufacturing systemsi Most manufacruring systems that process discrete parts

release work in batches. Large batches minimize machine setup whereas small batches

process work quickly. It is usually assumed that the performance of manufacturing

qystems is determined primarily by the scheduling policy. The batching policy also

has a signifÏcant impact on the performance measures. This fact is significant because

high machine utilization is very desirable.

Traffic control: The timing of traffic lights at an intersection can be optimized for

various times of the day by realizing that the movement of traffic is essentially in

variable sized batches because of traffic lights.

Communícation: The transfer of data in windowed protocols is in batches.
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In our case we consider the discrete time versions of the PH/PH/I and PHlPHl2

queues. We obtain the probability distribution of wait before service of an individual

customer in a batch.

In the following, e denotes a column vector of 1s, .I is an identity matrix of

appropriate dimensions, and 0 is a null matrix of appropriate dimensions. The qymbol

I denotes the Kronecker product of two matrices, where

AØB = if A is mxn.

:.t Definitions

A probability distribution FO on [0,oo) is of phase rype if and only if it is the dis-

tribution of time until absorption in a finite Markov process. A discrete phase dis-

tribution is defined by considering a k*1 state Markov chain of the form

P -[;

where Z is a substochastic matrix, such that 1-Z is nonsingular, and Tu20 vij. fl is

an absorption matrix and Ze*fl:e. The initial probability vector is (cu, a**,), with

cue * co*, : 1. We assume that states I,...,k are transient, so that absorption into

state k*1, from any initial state, is certain (Neuts 1981).

3.2 PHIPH/I Model

The arrival process of individual customers is phase type with representation (a',2')

of order n, where a' is the initial probability vector and T' is an irreducible substoch-

astic matrix of transition probabilities. The super-customer is the Mth customer and it

completes the batch. Thus, by definition the interarrival time of the super-customer is

n'p)

o'^o),l^;:',

îl
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also phase type with representation (a,f of order M, where o¿:(d', 0) and I is a

convolution matrix. The service process of individual customers is phase type with

representation (B',S'). Thus, the service process of the super-customer is also phase

type with representation (0,Ð of order m. The mean arrival raûe, À-1:a(I-T)-le and

the mean service time, p-l:ß(I-Ð-te.The ståte space of the system can be

described by a : {(0.Ð, 0<j<Mn} u {(í,j,k), i>0, 0 1j<Mn, 0<k<m}. The fi¡st

part denotes an idle server and arrival of the super-customer in phase j. The second

part denoûes a busy server with i batches waiting for service, arrival in phase 7, and

service in phase ft. The transition matrix P of this system is given by:

where

Bm:T
Ao:flaØS

Bot:faØß
At:TØS+flo8.fÉ

Bo,

Al

A2

71 7fror

Tl Tßal

Bto:fA^f
Az:78^SP.

Boo

B,o

P=
Ao

A, Ao

A2 A1 Ao

Z is a convolution matrix of order M,

T=

and ,S is a convolution matrix of order rn,

T/
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s'=

If we allow a phase set-up time

s: =

gr gñBr

S/ SÑß,

(ô,D) then,

D DOP

S/ Sþß,

s/ s,op,

s'

s/

where 0:(ô, 0).

If X/¡r ( 1 then P is positive recurrent (Neuts 1981). For a stable system the

invariant probability vector x : (Í0 xt xz ... ) for the transition matrix P can be

obtained by xP : x, xe : 1, and x¡¡1:xfr,i >0. The matrix R is the minimal non-

negative solution to the matrix quadratic equation:

R:Ao+IlAt+R2A2.

Since we have a complex structure near the lower boundary xo has to be determined

as follows. Define matrix B[R],

lB* Bo, I
B[R] =

L",o ',, 
. RAr)

The stochastic matrix B[R] has a positive left invariant vector (xo, xr), which can be

normalized by

xoe*xr(I-R)-|e:I.

The state of the system upon an arrival of a super-customer is given by the vector y.

I-etD: fla, then
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)o : X-1(xo8D + rr(Da.f))

]r : À-l(xr(DAÐ * xo*,(D8^fp)), k>0.

The wait of a super-customer is given by the vector w, where

wo = yoe

*, = fyo @ØD Gk(r)e, r)0.
I

Gk(r) is the probability that the service of the Ífh super-customer takes r time units.

G|(r) : ^Y-1 ,5o0

êçtc¡ : (,fp)t, ft>o

G(r) : sB ë-'(r-1) + .s G(r-l), r) k>r.

The probability that the wait of the rnth customer in the batch is k time units,

k

wf = Eøi_,., ß(m-Ò S,-r(m-Ç)^So(z-ç),
i=1

where

j
fiT = lw,-,.ru(M-m) Tia(M-m) T(M-m),

j=1

a(M-m) r(M-m) riqu-m¡ = { 9 iì-1} fot m=M,' [r J=L)---

ß(m-r) s(m-t) s0(¡z-1) = { ? 
rì=:} foÍ m=1,

and ç:6 if there is set-up, 1 otherwise.

33 PHIPH/2 Model

The arrival process of the individual customers and the super-customer is identical to



the PH/PH/I model. The service process of the super-customer is phase-type with

representation (Bt,St) for server 1 and (ßr,Sr) for server 2. The batch selects server 1

with probability p and server 2 with probability q:t-p. The state space of the sys-

tem can be described by ¡ : {(0,1),01j<Mnl V {(i,lrr),01j<Mn, O<kr<m) U

{(j,kr),01j<Mn,0<h<m} U {(ij,h,k), i>0, 01j<Mn, 01kr,lh<m}. The first

part describes idle servers and arrival in phase i. The second part denotes a buqy

server 1 with arrival in phase j, and service in phase k,. The third part describes a

similar process for server 2. The last part denotes buqy servers with i batches waiting

for service, arrival in phase 7, server I in phase kr, and server 2 in phase þ. The

transition matrix P of this system is given by:

P=

where

Bm:T
Bot,:pfaØ5,
Bot,:qfaØp,
Blo:f8^Sro
Bt,t,: ZSS' +pflcY8S,þ,
Bt,y: qfo I S,00,

Bt,z:fø85182
Bt'o: f 8 S2o

Byt,:pfa8Sro0,
Bt,t,: f8S2 * qf,crØSroB,

Boo Bor, Boy

Br,o 81,1,81,1, Br,

81,,g 81,,1, B1,y 81,2

Bro Bzt, 821,, A1 Ao

Bry Br( Az A, Ao

A3 A2 Ar Ao
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Byz: flo I S2B,

Bzo:f8.Sro8Sro
Bzt, : r8Sr8s/ + p flo8S,o0,8Sro

Bzt, : r8sro8s2 + q flclØsro8s2op2

Bzt,:pTØSropr8S2o
Bgt,:qTØSro8S2op2

Ao:flø8,Sr8.S2
At : TØ SrØS2 + fla8.1,þ,8,S2 + fla8S,8SroÉ,

Az : TØ5,00,8S, + ZSSr ØSro0, * fla8S1op,ASrop,

Az:78S,00,ØSroßr.

If )tl(p.r+p,r) < 1 then P is positive recunent. For a stable system the probability

vector x : (r0 xy xt, xz xt ... ) for the transition matrix P can be obtained by xP :
x, xe : 1, and x,*y:xfi,i >0. The matrix R is the minimal non-negative solution to

the matrix cubic equation:

R:Ao+RAr+RzAz+R3A3.

Since we have a complex structure near the lower boundary xo has to be obtained as

follows. Define matrix B[Ã],

The stochastic matrix B[R] has a positive left invariant n-vector (xo x' xt, xz), which

can be normalized as before.

I-et y : ()o !t,Jy lz jz ... ) be the stâte of the system at an arrival. I-et D :
fla, then

)o : X-l[xo(D8Ð +.r',(D8S,0) + x,.(D8Sr) * xr(DØSro8sro)]

!t, : X-l[.rt,(D8st) + xr(D8S,8Sr9]

lB* 4, I
BlRl = 

[u,0. Æro Ar+ Mz* 
^'nr|¡
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!t, :. X-1[x1.(D8s) + xr(D8S,o8S)]

),* : À-l[x¿(DSSrASt + xo*,(D(S,0B,8,S, + ^S18s20pt)f, k>1.

Define z : (za zt,Zy zz Zt ... ), where 4:!oE, zt,:lt,e, zt,,:!yp, and z,:y¡(e8I),
i >1. Define A : {0, 1', 1",2,3, ... }, where {0, 1', 1"} are absorbing states and

the other states are transient. Consider the transition matrix P which represents the

absorbing Markov chain corresponding to P.

1

1

sÎ8si s,8s! sl8s,

p^f;8slp, qsf8sfB, s,8s,

sf0,8s, * s,8SÉ, sr8s2

I-etd : zP, where ¿ : (zl zyl 7r,i z/ zj ...). If w, is the probability that the waiting

time is j, then

w¡: ïozd * ?r,zri * |r,z'i.

0 is the probability of getting absorbed in the respective state and is calculated as

follows. Arrange P with transient states first and then the absorbing staûes. The tran-

sition matrix for the absorbing chain is then truncated to

p represents transitions between transient states (2,3) since these states are the only

gateways to the absorbing ståtes from the transient states; R represents transitions

from transient to absorbing states (0,1' J"); 0 reflects that we cannot go from absorb-

ing to transient states; and 1 reflects that we cannot leave an absorbing state. The

P= ,sl8s2

slp,AE * s,8,$0,

sfB,asfB,
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probability of absorption into the absorbing stâtes is then:

Z(I-Q)-tR : (70 ^yt, ^yy),

where

z= r (z,z^)
12- 13

Z gives the ratio of customers entering the absorbing states from the transient states.

If u : zo*zt,*2r,, (u< 1) gives the probability of getting absorbed in the absorbing

states, then

(1-u) (^yo'f r, ^yy) : (rs 11, r.,).

is the probability of absorption starting from the transient states. Thus,

0o:zo*ro
0r':21'*ry
0y,=4,*ry.

Once the wait before service of the batch has been determined, the wait before service

of an individual customer in the batch can be determined as in the PH/PH/I model.

Since the batch can select server I with probability p and server 2 with probability

I-p the final wait is a linear combination of the two waiting times.

r.+ Examples

In the following examples the arrival and service time distributions are Geometric and

the batch size is 10. We ignore set-up as it simply shifts the plots upwards because of

the increased wait for all customers in the batch. V/e examine the effect of traffic on

the wait before service of individual customers in the batch. The corresponding

graphs are at the end of the chapter. Graph 3.1 shows the wait before service in the
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PH/PH/I queue. The service rate is .2 and the arrival rates are .1, .12, .'1,4, and .16.

The wait decreases as the initial customers in the batch have to wait for more arrivals

than the trailing customers.

In the PHlPHlz case, graph 3.2 corresponds to service rates .15 and .05 with

probabilities .25 and .75 respectively. The arrival rate varies from .1 to .16. The wait

of a customer in a batch is composed of the wait for arrival of the succeeding cus-

tomers, the wait for service of the preceding customers, and the wait for the preced-

ing batches. The wait for the preceding batches is the same for all customers in the

baæh and the wait for arrivals is always decreasing. The concave shape can be

explained by the wait for service, which supplants the wait for arrivals for the flust

few customers. In graph 3.3, the service rates are .1 with probability .5 each and the

arrival rates are the same as above.

3.s Summary

We have obtained the probability distribution of the waiting time of a customer in a

batch in a PH/PH/I and a PHlPHl2 queuing system using the matrix-geometric

method. The results can be used to obtain exact results for single- and two-server

queuing systems. The models can also be applied at a macro level to merge a number

of facilities together and study them as one. Ultimately the models can help select

appropriate batch sizes. We will now attempt to study larger qysûems using simula-

tion. In the next chapter we establish the methodology and experimental design for the

simulation experiments.
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Chapte r 4

Research Methodology

Experimental design is an important step in an empirical study. The design phase is

concerned with setting various parameters of the model and deciding on the conditions

under which the model will be appropriate. In this chapter we present the approach

that will be used to achieve the research objectives. We will review the methodology

and describe the statistical models, formulate statistical hypotheses consistent with the

research objectives, discuss the issues of verification/validation and data analysis, and

outline the research plan.

The objective in this research is to assess the performance of different batching

decisions under given configurations of a manufacturing facility by using experimental

design to measure the effect of batch size, demand, processing time variability, sched-

uling rule, and set-up time (independent variables) on flow time, flow time coefficient

of variance, resource utilization, and the percentage of tardy batches (dependent vari-

ables). Flow time of a job is the time that the job spends in the system. Thrdiness is

the positive difference between the completion time and the due date of a job.

' In a flow line, each job must be processed once on each machine in the same

order. In a job shop, not all jobs require processing on all machines and some jobs

may require multiple operations on a single machine. Each job may also have a dif-

ferent sequence of operations and it may visit a machine more than once. The basic

assumption in this study is that a manufacturing facility can be decomposed into nodes

with the characteristics of flow lines or job shops. Further, a series of flow lines can

be represented by one flow line node and a group of job shops can be represented by

one job shop node. This transformation (which is beyond the scope of this study) can

be performed by replacing the similar consecutive nodes by a super-node. The set-up

and processing time of the super-node can then be moderated to model the bottleneck
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node in the individual facility. Alærnatively, these two parameters can be moderated

so that the super-node models the entire facility. In this case, the parameters would

reflect the total set-up and processing time of the jobs processed in the facility. Thus,

the value of these two parameters should be greater for a job shop than for a flow

line. V/hile this approach does not allow a detailed analysis of the facilify, it is useful

in the product/process planning stage. These facilities usually experience bottlenecks

in the job shops because of the complex workflow. Appropriate baæhing and schedul-

ing rules can alleviate the bottlenecks thus smoothing the workflow in the facility.

+. t Methodology

The methodology is composed of three steps. The first step is to (i) model a small

system with job shop and flow line attributes, (ii) acquire an understanding of the

interactions among the dependent and independent variables, (iii) verify the simulation

results with the analytical models, and (iv) iterate for larger sysûems. The second step

is to use experimental design and statistical hypotheses to find signifîcant relationships

between the dependent and independent variables. The third sæp is to synthesize the

knowledge thus gained to make policy recommendations for generic qystems.

The systems will be modeled using simulation and network models. The most

elementary system that can be modeled has two nodes-the first representing a flow

line and the second representing a job shop. A variation on this is a qystem with these

nodes in reverse order. More complex systems are three nodes in series with the

middle node representing a job shop and the outer nodes representing flow lines and a

series of alternating job shop and flow line nodes. This approach will allow an under-

standing of the interface between a flow line and a job shop and the inæractions

among the dependent and independent variables. The methodology will also provide

general recoÍrmendations on policy issues.

Coding a simulation model is a fïrst sæp in empirical research. Issues such as

initialization bias, verification, and validation must be resolved before the simulation

model can help quantify relationships between input and output variables, and serve as
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a precursor for good experimental design. Following the process description we

review these issues, suggest possible resolutions, and discuss the experimental design.

4.2 Process Description

Job shop

A typical configuration

The facility consists of nodes arranged in series. Each node represents a flow line or a

job shop and is modeled by a single server. Because we are assuming that flow lines

and job shops can be used to represent a facility, flow line and job shop nodes always

alternate. The two types of node are differentiated by set-up and processing time, ie,

the values of these parameters are greater for a job shop than a flow line. Batches

arrive according to a Poisson process and wait for service. Note that arrival is in
batches in contrast with the analytical model in which customers arrive individually

and then form batches. Although individual arrivals are more realistic, the situation

can also be modeled by batch arrivals, noting the arrival of super-eustomers. These

are customers that complete the batch. Individual arrivals were also examined in pilot

runs of the simulation model. However, not only is this alærnative computing time

intensive, it does not affect the performance measures significantly. Each batch incurs

a set-up before service. In a real-life situation, set-up may also be incurred within a

baûch, eg, machine loading and machine breakdown, but these set-ups will be ignored.

If the server is busy, the batch wais for service, which proceeds without preemption.

Upon completion of service a batch advances to the next node or leaves the system if
there are no nodes left. All batches visit all the nodes once, and in the same sequence,

starting at the first node.

COOCCOO ooooooo
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¿.¡ Simulation lssues

Simulations can be classified broadly into terminating and non-terminating, depending

on whether there is an obvious way of determining run length. A terminating simula-

tion is one for which there is a natural event that stops the simulation. This event is

specified before any runs are made and it may also be a random variable. A non-

ûerminating simulation is one that has no such terminating event to specify run length.

Performance measures for such systems are ofæn steady state parameters like the

mean. Whereas not many real systems reach a steady state, a simulation model may

reach steady state. The reason is that the system can change characteristics over time

as opposed to a simulation model. Usually one is interested in the long run (steady

state) properties of the qystem, ie, properties that are not influenced by the conditions

at time zero. Thus, a simulation can be terminating or non-terminating depending on

the objectives of the simulation study (Banla & Carson 1984, Law & Kelton l99I).

In this research, our interest is in the steady state behavior of the system.

4.3.1 Verification and validation

A simulation model is only an abstraction of the real system being studied and

should be looked at skeptically until its credence can be established. The process of

establishing that a simulation model is a credible representation of the real qystem is

called model verification and validation.

Model verification is accomplished by ensuring the correct programming and

implementation of the computer model. Techniques include sensitivity analy-

sis-executing the model under different conditions-and assessing the ouÞut for

accuracy, traces, and reprogramming selected components of the program. Validation

consists of ensuring that a model can be considered valid for all its applications (Sar-

gent 1988). Balci and Sargent (1984) proposed various techniques for validating a

model. The conclusive validation of a model pafterned after a reat facility is to com-

pare and contrast its behavior with the facility. In cases where the model is hypotheti-
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cal or the real facility is changing constantly, the three-step approach suggested by

Carson (1986) can be used. This approach consists of (i) developing a model with

high face validity, (ii) validating model specifications and assumptions, and (iii) vali-

dating model output.

The simulation model of the real facility was verified by interactive tracing.

Additional methods used were sensitivity analysis and reprogramming certain modules

of the code. As with verification, there is no predominant technique available for

validation (Hoover & Perry 1989). Face validity of the model was ensured by involv-

ing practitioners from the manufacturing facility during the coding stage. The legit-

imacy of model specifications and assumptions was ensured similarly. Most data used

were real-time and'collected at the faciliry without human interference. Experimenta-

tion suggested that the simulation model was an adequaûe representation of the manu-

facturing facility.

4.3.2 Queuing network analyzer

There is always some degree of skepticism involved in validating a simulation

modei. In this study we will use the Queuing Network Analyzær (QNA) as a valida-

tion tool for the simulation and to develop approximations for the performance

measures. QNA analyzes networks of queues with the FCFS discipline and no capac-

ity constraints. QNA supports three basic network operations: (i) merging, (ii) split-

ting, and (iii) deparnrre. External arrival processes can be non-Poisson and the service

time distribution can be non-Exponential. It characærizes the arrival process and

service time distributions by their first two moments, the mean and variabilify. The

nodes are then analyzcd individually as standard G/G/m queues. Congestion measures

for the network as a whole are obtained by assuming that the nodes are stochastically

independent given the approximate flow parameters (Whitt 1983a).

The first step in the algorithm is to solve for the flow rates and the variabilify

paramet€rs of the internal arrival processes. The second step is to compute approxi-

mate congestion measures for each queue separately by regarding it as a G/G/m queue

in which the arrival process and the service time distribution are characterized by the
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rate and variability parameûers. The fïnal step is to calculate congestion measures for

the network as a whole (Whitt 1983b).

As an example, consider an open network containing a single node with a

single server, and the FCFS discipline (Whift 1983a). The standard Markov model of

this network is the classical }.í.IN.4IL queue with Poisson arrival and Exponential ser-

vice. The expected waiting time (before service), EIW : rpl(l-p), where r is the

mean service time, p is the traffic intensity, and 0 3 p 11. QNA uses an approxima-

tion for the G/G/l model to represent this network. The Glcll model has a renewal

arrival process and both the interarrival and the service time distributions are General.

In QNA, the arrival process is represented by a renewal process character'ued by two

parameters: the arrival rate À and the variability parameter c2". The service time

distribution is also characterízed by two parameters: the mean service time r and the

variability parameter c,'. The expression for the expected waiting time in eNA is

Elw = te!^crl.* c?ls, 
where I = gb,c\,c?)

2(r- p)

When g:1, the above formula differs from E[]I{ in an

= 
{.i

M/M/I

c:>l
c|<t'

model by (c2,+ (>tZ.

When the arrival is Poisson and the service time is Exponential, czo = c? = l. Thus,

in a network with Poisson arrival and Exponential service, QNA gives exact results.

QNA is a tool that is adaptable to diverse modeling situations. However, it is based

on some restrictive assumptions-it cannot capture the detail of a simulation model.

4.3.3 Output analysis

A discrete event simulation aggregates the confluence of many random vari-

ables. Not surprisingly, the output of the model is itself a random variable, which can

be misinterpreûed easily. This could result in false conclusions about the sysæm that

the simulation represents. When analyzing simulation ouÞut, it is essential that the

data verify the classical assumptions of being independent and distributed identically.
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The major issues involved are those of initialization bias, normality, and correlation.

The data collected during the early part of a simulation may be biased by the

initial state of the system. Initialization bias is the effect of the "warmup period" on

the performance measures. A simple solution is to determine the length of the wann-

up period by graphing the performance measure against time and discarding the obser-

vations during the transient phase. Schruben (1982) and Schruben et ø/ (1983) pres-

ented ûechniques for detecting initialization bias in simulation output.

The variables should also be distributed normally. There are many tests for

determining normality. A popular graphical test is the Normal probability plot, where

the observations are arranged in increasing order of magnitude and plotæd against

expected Normal distribution values. The plot should resemble a straight line in the

presence of normality. Another option is to examine the histogram for the variable.

Another problem is that of correlation between successive observations arising

from a simulation, ie, the observations are not independent of each other. Barching

(Conway 1963) is a conceptually straightforward method that transforms correlated

observations into fewer (almost) uncorrelated and normally distribuúed barch means.

In this method, one long simulation is performed and the performance measures are

recorded periodically and then reset. The time period may be based on either the

simulation clock or the occurrence of a certain number of events. If the lapse between

successive resets is sufficiently large, the statistics accumulated during each inærval

may be considered independent (Hoover & Perry, 1989). The method of batch means

assumes that initial transient effects have been removed (Schmeiser 1982).

4.3.4 Variance reduction

In many simulation studies, there is often an opportunity to run the simulation

in a way that would get more precise estimates, than would be possible otherwise by

running the simulation in a normal, straightforward way. A primary means of obtain-

ing more precise estimates of the relevant parameters is by reducing the variance of

the point estimates of the parameters. One approach toward reducing variability is to

operate the different models under identical random conditions. This eliminates a
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source of variability thus causing the performance measures to have lower variance

(Thesen & Travis 1988).

Common random numbers and antithetic variates are often used for variance

reduction. The method of antithetic variaûes entails inducing negative correlation

between the appropriate input random variables. Whereas the use of antithetic variates

draws on many subtleties (Henriksen & Crain 1989, I¿w & Kelton 1991), the com-

mon random number technique is conceptually simple and will be used in this

research. The technique requires using the same random number stream across alter-

nate configurations of the model, thus reducing a source of variability. It may be

noted that these techniques are limiæd in use and may even backfue if the random

number streams are not synchronized across alternative configurations. It is not

known whether the common random number technique will be effective in containing

variance.

4.+ Experimental Design

Simulation is an evaluative technique-it can provide only an estimate of the chosen

performance parameters. An optimal set of these parameters would require a pro-

cedure that can quantify the relationships among these parameters and deæct relation-

ships that are significant. Factorial design is one such technique that can be used for

examining the impact of these factors on the response variables. In a factorial design,

each replication of the experiment examines all possible combinations of the levels of

the factors. Factorial design has many benefits. A factorial design (Montgomery

1991): (i) is more efficient than one-factor-at-a-time experiments, (ii) is necessary

when interactions may be present to avoid misleading conclusions, and (iii) allows the

effects of a factor to be estimated at several levels of the other factors, yielding con-

clusions that are valid over a range of experimental conditions.

In this research, five levels of batch size, four levels of scheduling rule, two

levels of set-up time, two levels of demand, and two levels of processing time vari-

ability will be examined. Batch size is 10,20, 30, 40, or 50. Small barches scheduled
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in SPT may lower WIP; large batches scheduled in LPT may increase resource utiliz-

ation. Note that when the batches are ordered by processing times, smnll and large

refer to the processing times. Scheduling in SPT and LPT is done by the processing

time added to set-up time over all nodes. These batch sizes may be restrictive but the

inænt is to provide a framework for decision making. Demand is moderated by inær-

arrival time, which is Exponential. Inærarrival time varies with barch size. This

ensures that the facility processes roughly the same amount of work irrespective of

the barch size. The two levels of interarrival time are aimed at achieving 60% and

80% utilization of the bottleneck (ob shop) nodes respectively. The higher level

ensures that there are queues sufficiently long for the scheduling rules to be effective.

The interarrival times are calculated using Little's law since the utilization and service

times are known.

Scheduling rule is FIFO, LPT, SPT, or EDD. FIFO is chosen as a base case

with which the effect of the other three rules can be compared. LPT has been recom-

mended in many studies (eg, Dobson et aI 7987, Naddef & Santos 1988) as releasing

large batches first reduces variability in the system. SPT is chosen because it may

affect flow time and WIP favorably. Meeting due dates has been ciæd as the most

important criterion by practitioners (Smith et aI 1936). Due dates are decided by the

Total Work Content (TWK) method (Conway 1965). This method is preferred by

researchers in assigning due dates (Baker & Kanet 1933). According to this method,

the due date of a job is its arrival time added to a constant ( > 1) multiplied by the

job's total processing time. The constant used in this research is 20. This value

returns a wide range of percent tardy batches and is based on pilot runs of the simula-

tion model. Serup time is Exponential with a mean of 5 minutes/batch for the flow

line nodes and 10 or 20 minutes/batch for the job shop nodes. Processing time is

Exponential for the flow line nodes with a mean of one minuæ/job and Exponential or

Normal for the job shop nodes with a mean of two minutes/job. Processing time

variability applies to the Normal distribution only and the two levels are N(2,.66) and

N(2,.1).
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Parameter Settings

FLOW LINE JOB SHOP

BArcH SIZE

SCHEDULING RULE

SET-UP

DEMAND

(resource utilization)

PROCESSING TIME/JOB

10,20,30, 40, 50

FIFq SPT, LPT, EDD

E(s) E(10),E(20)

60%, 80%

E(1) E(2), N(2,. 1), N(2,.66)

There are 100 replications of each experiment. Each replicate contains all 160 combi-

nations of the independent variables. There are four dependent variables (resource

utilization, flow time, flow time CV, and percent tardy baûches). Iæt Yü** represent

the observation for the ith level of batch size, jth level of demand, kth level of sched-

uling rule, /th level of set-up, and mth level of processing time variability in the nh

replicate for the rzth independent variable. The observation can be described by the

linear statistical model,

Í,r ¡klmn þ, * d¡, + ß¡, * "lw * ô,, -t l^, + (o,ß)u, + @y),n * (aô)¿, * (al)¿,,"

+ (ßy)¡ø + (0ð)¡" + (ßÐ¡,, * (yô)*¿, + (tl)ø,, + (ôf)¿,," + (o¿BI)r* +
(crß6)u* + @ßl)¡¡^, + (a7ô) au * (ull)*^, * (aðf),r, + (py6),o, *
(ßyÐ¡,,* + (ßõÐ¡n + (yðf)*, + (aglgrr" + (o,ßll),jbn 1 (aßõOun

+ (a$9*", + (016Ð¡a,' * (oB7ôl)¡on * e¡tn*i

for

(baæh size) i : 1,2,3,4,5;

(scheduling rule) j : 1,2,3,4;
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(set-uptime)ft: I,2:

(demand) I : 7,2;

þrocessing time variability) m : 1,2:

(replicate) r : 1,...,100; and

(independent variable) v : L,2,3,4;

where

fry : overall mean effect;

d* : effect of the ith level of batch size;

0n : effect of the jth level of scheduling rule;

"yø : effect of the kth level of set-up time;

ô,u : effect of the /th level of demand;

l^, : effect of the nth level of processing time variability;

(c,ß)u" : effect of the interaction between a, and B,;

(aù*" : effect of the interaction between a, and yo;

(øô)u, : effect of the interaction between ø, and ô,;

(al)n,: effect of the interaction between cv, and f,;
(ßÐ¡w : effect of the interaction between ß, and yr:

@Ð¡n : effect of the interaction between 0; and ô,;

@Ð¡,*: effect of the interaction between 0¡ and (^;

(yô)r" : effect of the interaction between yo and 6¡i

QÒr* : effect of the interaction between yo and (^i

(ôf)- : effect of the interaction between ô, and f,;
(crßy)¡¡n: effect of the inæraction among o\, ß¡, and 7o;

(cvßõ)¡,, : effect of the interaction ¿rmong d¡, ß¡, and ô¡;

(ctßl)u^, : effect of the interaction among o', 0¡, and f,;
(ayô)*, : effect of the interaction among o¿¡, ^yr, and ô,;

(o¿^f l)*^, : effect of the interaction among or¡, l¡ç, and f,;
(oôf),r, : effect of the interaction among d¿, ô¡, and l,;
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(ß16)¡r, : effect of the interaction among ß¡, ^y*, and ô,;

(7yÐ¡u,, : effect of the interaction among 0¡, !¡,, and f,;
(ß6Ð¡m : effect of the interaction among 0¡, õ¡, and f,;
@ôÐo^ : effect of the interaction among I*, 6p and f,n;

(o,ßyô)ur, : effect of the interaction âmong a¡, ß¡, 7r, and 6,;

(a!l|)u,,",: effect of the interaction among ot¡, ß¡, yr, and (^;

(c,ß61)u^,: effect of the interaction among ot¡, ß¡, ô,, and f,,;

(crlôl)w^" : effect of the interaction among o!¡, ^y¡, ô,, and fr;
(ß$Ò¡r,* : effect of the interaction among 0¡, ^lo, ô¡, ând f,; and

(afu6Ð¡*, : effect of the interaction among d¡, 0¡, ^y*, ôt, and fr;

on the r4h dependent variable, and ê¡u,,,, is the random error component. We are

interested in the main effects and the first order interactions only. While the use of

such a model with factorial design can measure the effects, the real power of factorial

design lies in hypothesis testing, ie, testing which of these effects affect the dependent

variable(s) in a statistically significant sense.

4.5 Research Hypotheses

Hypothesis testing allows the comparison of different configurations of a qystem to be

made on objective terms, with a knowledge of the risks associated with reaching the

wrong conclusion (Montgomery 1991). In this research, statistical hypotheses are

formulated to analyze differences among treatment levels (levels of independent vari-

ables) and their effect on the dependent variables. TWo procedures are employed:

analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multirariate analysis of variance (MANOVA).

ANOVA is a univariate procedure as it is used to assess differences among treatment

levels on a dependent variable. In other words, ANOVA is used to deûerrrine if
samples are from populations with equal means. MANOVA is a multirariate pro-

cedure as it is used to assess simultaneously differences among treaûnent levels across

several dependent variables. Both test for equality of two or more population means.
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MANOVA is an extension of ANOVA, ie, for every F statistic in ANOVA that eval-

uates treatment effects on a dependent variable, there is a corresponding multivariate

statistic (eg, Wilks' Â) that evaluates the same effect on a set of dependent variables.

As statistical inference procedures, both ANOVA and MANOVA are used to assess

the statistical significance of differences among treatment levels (Hair et aI 1987).

There are three main approaches that can be used to analyzr, data from a

multiwriate experiment (Hummel & Sligo l97l). One approach is to test each Hs

F¡=lr¡z with ANOVA. A second approach is to conduct an overall multirariate úest of

Ho: þt:pz.If F1o is rejected then one can infer that þ¡r#ttt, for at least one7. Cramer

and Bock (1966) recommended that ANOVA can then be run on each variable separ-

ately. A third approach by Morrison (1967) follows the rejection of Ë/o with simulta-

neous confidence intervals developed by Roy and Bose (1953). This approach controls

overall a for many comparisons. Barcikowski (1983) and Hummel and Sligo (1971)

recommended the combination M/ANOVA approach for testing hypotheses because it

controls experimentwise error rate (probabilify that at least one comparison will be

declared significant when in fact //o is true for all comparisons) better than the other

two approaches. According to this approach, an overall multivariate test is conducted.

If the test is significant, further post hoc experimentation (eg, univariate tests on each

response variable) is conducted.

+.0 Multivariate Hypotheses

Following Barcikowski (1983) and Hummel and Sligo (1971), MANOVA will be used

initially to evaluate differences among factor levels on the set of dependent variables.

On indication of significance of these differences, ANOVA will be used to test the

significance of the factor levels on individual dependent variables.

MANOVA is based on the following assumptions (Stevens 1992):

o The observations on the dependent variables follow a multirariate Normal distribu-

tion.

o The variance-covariance matrices for the dependent variables in each group are
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equal.

o The non-diagonal terms in the variance-covariance matrix are z.ero.

Multivariate normality is a more exacting assumption than normality in ANOVA. A

necessary condition for multirariate normality is that each variable must be distributed

normally. Also, any linear combination of the variables and all subsets of the set of

variables must be distributed normally. Various studies (eg, Hopkins & Clay 1963,

Mardia 1971, Everitt 1979) suggest that for up to 10 variables and moderate sample

sizes, deviation from multivariate normality has only a small effect on type I error.

There are several techniques available for checking multivariate normality (see Gnana-

desikan 1977) but they are difficult to implement. The assumption of homogeneity of

covariance matrices is also very restrictive. This assumption can be checked by apply-

ing a Box test (Sævens L992).

MANOVA provides an overall test of differences among treatment levels. It

implicitly tests the composite of response variables that provides the strongest evi-

dence of overall differences between treatment levels. To determine overall signifi-

cance, statistical software provides test statistics such as 'Wilks' Â, Pillai's criterion,

Hotelling's trace, and Roy's maximum root criterion. These can be approximaæd by

an F statistic. Six hypotheses will be tested. The first five are relaûed to the fîve inde-

pendent variables and the last one to the interaction terms.

lHo: There is no significant overall effect of the five batch sizes on the composiæ

measure of the four dependent variables, ie, (d¡,orp,ot,,,er¿) : (d.21,ot22,d23-

,azq) : (o\1,oe2,d3z,o¿st) : (oe1,d.42,ot4t,au) : (o¿st,otszd53,d5a) : 0

lHr: At least one (cu¡1,cv¿,otp,or¡4) * 0 vi

ZHo: There is no significant overall effect of the four scheduling rules on the com-

posite measure of the four dependent variables, ie, (0rr,ßrr,0rz,0ro) : (0rr,ßrr,-

1n,ßrò : (ßzt,ßn,ß.o,ßsò : (0,u,ß+2,00t,0*) : 0

2Hr: At least one (p,r,p,r,ß,r,0¡o) f 0 vj
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5Ho:

5H,:

3Hs: There is no significant overall effect of the two set-up times on the composiæ

measure of the four dependent variables, ie, (yrr,"yrr,^lg,.y4) : (yrr,^lrr,^yrs,Iro)

_^_\J

3H¡ At least one (In,Tn,.yn,^l*q) * 0 vk

4Ho: There is no significant overall effect of the two levels of demand on the com-

posiæ measure of the four dependent variables, ie, (ôr,ô12,ôr3,ô,0) : (6rr,6rr,-

ô¡,ô2a) : 0

4Hr: At least one (ô,,,ôr,ðo,ô,0) # 0 vI

There is no significant overall effect of the two levels of processing time vari-

ability on the composite measure of the four dependent variables, ie, (fi,,frz,-

fr,fto) : ((zt,lzz,ht,lrò : 0

At least one (Ç,,,Ç,2,1^z,l,,q) * 0 Vm

6Ho: There is no significant overall effect of the two-factor interactions on the

composite measure of the four dependent variables, ie,

l@ß) u',@þ) ¡2,(o,ß) ¡2,(uß) u+l 
: 0

L(a y) *r,(o,y) *,(o,I) *,(o,T) ¡*df : 0

[(oô),r,,(aô),o,(aô),o,(að),,0] : 0

[(ai)¿,,t,(af) ¡,,2,(ul) m,(af)ø,+] : 0

Íßù¡r,@t)¡r,(ßt)¡u,(ßt)¡Ã : 0

[(0ô)r,,,(0ð)¡n,(ßô)¡n,(0ô)r,o] : 0

[(0 Ð¡^r,(ß Ð¡,,r,(0 l) ¡-t,(ßf],J : 0

[(rô)r,, (yô) w,(tô) m,(yð)ro] : 0

[(yf)r,r, ( I Ð r,,2,@ Ð 
^r,(y 

l) 
^of 

: 0

[(ô0r"'(ôÐr,r,(61)^r,(7ô)ro] : 0 v i,j,k,I,m

6Hr: At least one of l(uß)ur,@ß)¡2,(o,9)¡2,(o,Ð¡ol * O

At least one of [(u.y)¡,,r,(o'1)*,(o,-y)*,(o7)*ol # 0

At least one of [(að),r,,(oð),o,(að),o,(o,6)rol * 0



At least one of [(of)-,,(cf) 
^r,(uf)¡6,(af)*o] 

# 0

At least one of l(ßù¡n,(0t)¡n,(ßt)¡ø,(ßÐ¡ì * O

At least one of [(0ô]n,(0ð)a,(06)¡o,(0õ)¡,ol * 0

At least one of l(ßÐ¡n,(ßÐ¡^r,(ßl)¡^r,(ßl)r,oJ * 0

At least one of [(yô)r,,(yð)*,(y6)^,(ygoo] I 0

At least one of Í(yÒøn,0Ð^r,(IÒ^r,QÐ^ol * 0

At least one of [(ôf)ø,,,(ôf) 
^r,(ôl)^r,@Ð^o] 

* 0

+.t lJnivariate Hypotheses

Once MANOVA has been used to detect significant overall relationships, ANOVA

will be used to assess specific factors and interactions that are signifïcant.

ANOVA is based on the following assumptions (Sævens 1992):

Normnlity: The observations are distributed normally on the dependent variable in

each group.

Homoscedastícity: The population variances for the groups are equal.

Independence: The observations are not correlated.

ANOVA is fairly immune to slight deviations from the above assumptions. Recall that

t}re nominal o (level of significance) is set by the experimenter, and is the probability

of type I error. It is the proportion of time one is rejecting Ë10 fatsely when all as-

sumptions are met. The actual o is the proportion of time one is rejecting falsely if
one or more assumptions are violated. The F statistic is quite robust with respect to

the normality assumption, ie, actual o = nominal a. The reason is the Central Limit

Theorem, which states that the sum of independent observations from any distribution

approaches a Normal distribution as the number of observations increases. This also

implies that the mean approaches normality, which is what the sampling distribution

of F is based on. Vy'esolowsþ (1976) stated that "In large samples lack of normality

has no important consequences and in small samples it is difficult to prove. "

There are many tests available for assessing normality. Among the graphical
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ones are Normal probability plots and histograms. More rigorous tests include the y2

goodness of fit, Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS), and the Shapiro-wilk (SW) æsts. The t'
test depends on the intervals used for grouping and it can be used for discrete or

continuous data. The KS test has many advantages over the t' test. The KS test works

with small samples, no information is lost by grouping data into classes, and it is

more powerful than the t' test, ie, at a given o the KS test is less likely to accept a

false .F10. However, the KS test applies only to continuous distributions. Shapto et aI

(1968) showed that the KS test is not as powerful as the SW æst. D'Agostino (1986)

claimed that "For testing normality, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is only a historical

curiosity. It should never be used . . . ".

When group sizes are equal, the F statistic is also robust against heterogeneous

variances (Sævens 1992). There are tests available for establishing heæroscedasticity,

eg, Spearman rank-correlation test. If heteroscedasticity is established by either of

these tests, the appropriate solution is to apply a variance stabilizing transformation to

the original model (Berenson et al 1983). The independence assumption is the most

important one, for even a small violation substantially effects both the significance

level .and the power of the F test. Dependence among observations can be measured

by the intraclass correlation R, where (Sævens 1992):

_ MSb- MS*

MSu+ @-I)MS*

MSu and MS* are the numerator and denominator from the F statistic and n is the

number of subjects per group.

The univariate hypotheses are based on conjectures proposed in the litera-

ture-they are aimed at examining operational issues that were mentioned in $1.2.

The population mean of an effect is obtained by combining the means of all the con-

fþrations possible for that effect.

7Ho: There is no significant difference in population means of mean resource utitiz-

ation when the system is configured with the fîve batch sizes, four scheduling
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rules, two set-up times, two levels of demand, and two levels of processing

time variability, ie, dit : ß¡ : Int = ôu : la : 0, V i,j,k,l,m

THr: At least one each of a¡1, 0¡r, ^yr,r, õ,r, (^, # 0

8F/o: There is no significant difference in population means of mean resource utiliz-

ation when the system is configured with any pair of batch size, scheduling

rule, set-up time, demand, and processing time variability. In other words first

order interactions are not significant, ie, (otB)¡, : (aò¡n : (aô)¿r : (cvf)¿nr :
(7Ðtrr:1pô)rzr : (01)¡^t: (?ô)g : (ll)ø,t: (ôl)¿,,r :0V i,j,k,l,m

8Hr: At least one each of (aB)u,, (o,y),ov (oô)u,, (ul)¡^r, (ßy)¡o, (0ô)¡,, (gl)¡^r,

(?ô)o¿t, (lÐr,r, (ô0r,,1 # 0

9Ho: There is no significant difference in population means of mean flow time when

the system is configured with the five barch sizes, four scheduling rules, two

set-up times, two levels of demand, and two levels of processing time variabil-

ity, ie, dil : 0¡, : yrt : ô¡l : f,r : 0, V i,j,k,l,m

9Hr: At least one each of o,,, ß¡r, ^lor, ô¡, f^t # 0

10F10: There is no significant difference in population means of mean flow time when

the system is configured with any pair of batch size, scheduling rule, set-up

time, demand, and processing time variabiliry. In other words first order inær-

actions are not significant, ie, (o,B)r, : (o'y)¡n: (cuô)¡n : (ul)nz : (ß^ù¡n :
$Ð¡o: (ßl)¡^z: (yô)*¿ : (yl)ø,2: (ôf)ø,2 : 0 V i,j,k,I,m

1011,: At least one each of (o,|)ur, (o,y)*, (aô),o, (aÐu*, (ßy)¡r, (0õ)¡o, (01)¡*,

(yô)*, (tl)n,r, Gf)r,,z * 0

ITH¡; There is no significant difference in population means of mean flow time CV

when the system is configured with the five batch sizes, four scheduling rules,

two set-up times, two levels of demand, and two levels of processing time

variabilit¡ ie, a,, : prt : "frc : ôn : fr¡ : 0, V i,j,k,I,m
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IlH¡ At least one each of ap, 0,2, ^ln, ôß, fñ * 0

l2Ho: There is no significant difference in population means of mean flow time CV

when the system is configured with any pair of batch size, scheduling rule,

set-up time, demand, and processing time variability. In other words flrst

order interactions are not significant, ie, (o,|)r, : (a,y)¡n: (aô)¡a : (cvf)¿na :
ßÐ¡n: (Éð)o : (ßl)¡^z: (y6)rn: (yl)r,,t: (ôf)ø,s:0v i,j,k,l,m

L2Hr:. At least one each of (eB)rr, (ozy)in, (aô),o, (ul)¡^t, (ßl)¡o, (ß6)¡o, (01)¡^r,

(yð)*, (rl)*,2, (6Ðbß * 0

l3Ho There is no significant difference in population means of mean percent tardy

batches when the system is configured rvith the five batch sizes, four schedul-

ing rules, two set-up times, two levels of demand, and two levels of process-

ing time variability, ie, a,,o: gjo: ^yt+: ôu: l^+ = 0, V i,j,k,I,m

L3Ht: At least one each of a¡a, ß¡0, ^l*a, ôo,, l,ú I 0

1,4H0: There is no significant difference in population means of mean percent tardy

batches when the system is configured with any pair of batch size, scheduling

rule, set-up time, demand, and processing time variability. In other words first

order interactions are not significant, ie, (uB)ro : (o,l)*+: (aô)¿q : (af)¡,,+ :
. @ù¡u : (ßõ)¡,0 : (ßl)¡^+: (7ô)ru¿ : (yl)ø,+: (ôf)ø¿ : 0 V i,j,k,l,m

l4Hr: At least one each of (a|)ra, (o,y)**, (oð)¿0, (al)¡,,q, (ßt)¡^, (06)¡,0, (01)¡^0,

(Y6)ao, (ll)r,0, (ôÐr,^4 # 0

¿.s Multiple Regress¡on

Multiple regression will be used to further explore the factors and interactions that are

declared significant by ANOVA. In multiple regression we are interested in predicting

a dependent variable from a set of predictors.

The assumptions necessary for regression analysis are analogous to those of
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ANOVA. To assess the validity of the linear model it is assumed that the error term €

is distributed normally with mean zero, and the error ûerms are independent. The

homoscedasticity assumption implies that the variation about the regression line is
constant for all values of the independent variable. There is the added assumption of

linearity in linear regression, ie, there is a linear relationship between the dependent

variable and each independent variable. Residual plots can be used to assess violations

against the assumptions underlying the regression model.

Autocorrelation occurs when the error terms are correlated. It is deæcted

easily by plotting residuals against time. A regular time pattern shows autocorrelation.

Possible causes are omitted explanatory variables and a mis-specified model. Tiadi-

tional tests include the Durbin-Watson test (Durbin & Watson 1950,1951) for small

samples. Another coÍìmon problem in regression is that of multicollinearity, ie, linear

relationships among explanatory variables. An obvious indicator is the correlation

matrix calculated from the set of explanatory variables. Other indicators are reversed

signs of certain regression coefficients and large standard errors. If the explanatory

variables are correlated, their order of entry can make a significant difference toward

the variance on y. Multicollinearity can limit R severely and prevent determining the

importance of individual predictors since they are confounded due to correlation.

Koutsoyiannis (L977) suggested some solutions for autocorrelation and

multicollinearity.

Regression analysis is more powerful than ANOVA-iI gives all the informa-

tion that ANOVA does and it provides numerical estimates for the influence of each

independent variable (Koutsoyiannis 1977). The general linear model with flrst order

interactions is:

} = 0o+f ß,x,*Ðlßux,x,*e, ,

' t,.j

where ß0, ß,, and B, are the parameters to be estimated and e is the prediction error.

In general, the linear combination of the x, that is maximally correlated with y is

sought. In this research, there are four variables to be predicûed (resource utilization,
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flow time, flow time CV, and percent tardy batches) and there are five predictor

variables (batch size, scheduling rule, set-up time, demand, and processing time

variability).

Equivalently (with first order interacrions):

v: ßo * !fit * ßzrtz¡ + ß{s * ß¿xc * ßyrs * ßnrtfi2¡ * ßt{fis * ßt&fi¿

lt#fis * !,{zfiz * !z¡&z{q * ßz¡{züs * ßyx{a * !s#s * 9¿#&s * e; i
r,2,3

Resource utílizatton, Flow time,

Batch size1,23.a.5 * B, Scheduling

Processing time variabíIiry r.,

where

xt : batch size,

xzr : 1 if work release

xzz : 1 if work release

x23 : 1 if work release

.r3 : set-up time,

r¿ : demand, and

Flow time U, Percent tardy batches : ßo * 0t

ruler,r,r,o * p, Set-up timer., * $o Demaúr' * ßs

+

is SPT, 0 otherwise (FIFO),

is LPT, 0 otherwise,

is EDD, 0 otherwise,

.xs : processing time variability.

4.9 Summary

The first step in experimental design is to conduct pilot runs of the simulation and

check for face validity of the model and its assumptions. The simulation is non-ter-

minating since we are interested in steady state parameters like the mean. Common

random numbers are used in an attempt to contain variance. The issues of

initialization bias and autocorrelation will be examined by using suitable æchniques
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like discarding output during the warmup period and barching subsequent runs. Fol-

lowing verification and validation by QNA, the 160 configurations will be replicaæd

100 times each. The simulation ouçut will be examined for the assumptions of

ANOVA, MANOVA, and Regression. The ûechniques mentioned earlier can be used

to transform the data to satisfy these assumptions. Statistical analysis will consist of

conducting MANOVA tests. Following a rejection of Ho (equal population means),

ANOVA will be used to test individual relationships. The significant relationships will

be explored further by multiple regression. These relationships will be used to form

recommendations for batch manufacturing qystems. In the next chapter, we present

the queuing network model and a qualiøtive analysis of the results.
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Chapter 5

Analysis

The analysis phase is normally used to compare alternative confîgurations of a qys-

tem. The analysis that is possible depends on the decisions made in the design stage.

We are interested in evaluating the performance of different barching policies under

given configurations of a manufacturing facility with flow lines and job shops. The

factors that lend to the various configurations range from ones that are regulated

easily, such as batch size and scheduling rule, to ones that are not under immediaæ

control, such as set-up time and processing time variabilify. Further, factors such as

demand are completely exogenous. Response variables are resource utilization, mean

and CV of the flow time of a batch, and percent tardy batches. V/e describe the simu-

lation model, formulate the network model, validate the simulation model, and ana-

lyze the results.

s.t Simulation Model

The simulation models are written in GPSS/H (Banks et al 1989, Schriber

1974,199I). The discrete-event nature and linear flow of the manufacturing system

lend themselves well to a process driven approach. Batches arrive according to a

Poisson process. Each batch is assigned parameters corresponding to set-up and pro-

cessing time at each node. The arrival time of the batch is recorded and the due date

is assigned. Depending on the scheduling rule, the batches are rearranged and then

released for processing. Prior to service, the server goes through set-up during which

time it is unavailable. Following set-up the batch is processed without preemption.

After service, the batch advances to the next server and signals the waiting baæh(es)

that the server is free. Before leaving the system the batch updates statistics such as
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the flow time, tardiness, and total number of batches processed.

Each configuration is replicaûed 100 times. The qystem reaches steady state

during the first 36 hours. The data for the first 48 hours are discarded to control

initialization bias. Each replication lass 5 days of 24 hours each. The long run period

and large number of replications ensure high (statistical) power and low variance in

the estimates of the performance measures.

Five configurations were simulated. The most elementary system is a flow line

node (F) followed by a job shop node (J). Somewhat more involved is the qystem

with these nodes in reverse order, ie, J-F. This system is more complex because it is
difficult to predict the behavior of a job shop and the uncertainty accumulates along

the system. The third system simulated was constructed by adding a flow line node to

the previous systems. This system can be viewed as F-(J-F) or (F-Ð-F, ie, a flow line

node preceding J-F or succeeding F-J. The fourth system evaluated was constructed

by adding a job shop node instead. This system can be considered as (J-F)-J or J-(F-

J). The final configuration examined was F-J-F-J-F,

The gradual construction of the systems allowed an understanding of the inter-

face between a flow line and job shop and the interactions among the dependent and

independent variables. Further experimentation was deemed unnecessary, especially in

view of the computing time overhead. The simulation model was verified by sensitiv-

ity analysis and interactive tracing. In the following we present the network model

and validate the simulation using the analytical results.

5.2 Network Model

The analytical model is based on queuing networks and uses the Queuing Network

Analyzer (QNA) developed by V/hitt (1983a). QNA takes a decomposirion approach

toward analyzing networks. It captures the dependence among nodes and then decom-

poses the network into individual nodes. Each node is then analyzed as a separate

G/G/m queue that is characterized by the first two moments of the arrival and service

time distributions. Performance measures for the entire network are obtained by as-
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suming as an approximation that the nodes are stochastically independent.

For each network the user specifies the number of nodes and the number of

servers at each node. The arrival and service processes at each node are characterized

by the mean and variability parameters. Finally, a routing matrix indicates the propor-

tion of customers that go to nodeT from node l. The input data is as follows:

n = number of nodes in the network

zJ = number of servers at node j
\, : external arrival rate to nodej

i'o¡ : variability parameter of the external arrival process

7j : mean service time at node i
4¡ : variability parameter of the service time distribution

Q¡ : Proportion of customers completing service at node i and going to node 7

Total amival rate to node i, À, = Àor*f Àgu
1

Utilization of node i, p¡ : )r,r/m,

Arrival rate to node j from node í, \.u : ìtg,
Proportion of arrivals to j from i (i>0), p¡ : lt¡¡llt,

The most important step is the system of equations that compute variability parame-

ters of the internal flows (c'"¡) and thus capture the dependency among the nodes

before decomposing the network and treating each node independently.

where

rå2.
co¡ = a¡+LCa¡o¡¡ ,

I

n

aj = L*wjÍpof'oj-l*flu(l -au+q,p!Ql , and
I
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bu = wp,,Lr(I-o\ .

The variables x, and wj aÍe included to ease modification of the algorithm.

maxç(,,.2¡-l
, and

1+4(l-0,)'(i;i ' ""-'- 'i
D,pï

0

x,=r+

At this point we have decomposed the network into individual nodes. We can now

treat each node as a separate GlGlm queue and calculate the congestion measures for

the node. Each node is characterized by the number of servers and the rate and vari-

ability parameters of the arrival and service processes.

The steady state waiting time (before service) in a G/G/l queue,

E1ril) = 'P!"'*'ïs '4t-p) '

where

I ,ø-r¡o-,:r

,=]eæ";õ-c|<r' 
[t 

c|>t'

The probabilify of delay,

o = p*(c2.-l)p(L-p)h ,

where
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t *c1*pd

M
h= 4p c|> L

cl*p2(4c2"+()

The variability parameter of the waiting time,

z Cn+L-o
CW-

and

V(W) = E[rVf'cT .

we can now calculate the performance measures for the entire network.

Mean time spent by a customer at node i, EIT,] = r¡ElWil.

Total time spent by the customer in the network (flow time) , EÍTl = E t r,l.
I

Thus, V(Ti) = VçW,)*r?c?t and V(T) = Ðrrr,r.
1

The details of the algorithm and some extensions (eg, merging and splifting) that are

not relevant to this study have been omitæd. However, the algorithm can be modified

easily to handle these extensions. In the following, we formulate the model for a case

of two nodes. The intent is to find approximations for the performance measures. It is

possible to find closed form results for larger systems but the expressions are substan-

tially more onerous.
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n:2
m:(II)
\:(\'o)
co2 : (1 0)

r : (t1 12)

2 , 2 2,C, = \Cr1 C9)

[o 1lq=Lrrl

0l
Àn,i),,, 

I

ol
=(11)

2 2,P{il

rplf
ol
2 2 2,-Pt+þ(¡)

À : ôor \t)
þ : (Pt Pz)

pI
v:w

(1

I
1

A=

b=

cl=Q

r rp r(r * C)g rror(l - p?* p'r*r* tàg
2_Zgt 2_2pz

o = (Pt Pr*þ2rc2,r-01)or\-p)h)

EIW) =
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^2LW- ft 2 - p1 * p',t, - p r- Ø?4, - p?) p r(t - o ) h

o r* @!c!, - o?) o 2(I - o r) h

The expressions for V(W), E[Tf , and V(T) can be computed easily from the above

parameters. These expressions are unwieldy and will be omitted.

QNA was coded in Fortran to obtain numerical results. The analytical results

compared favorably with the simulation ouÞut as shown in graph 5.1. QNA gives

approximate results because the internal arrival processes are usually not renewal

processes. QNA also assumes that the system is in steady state. Additionally, the

reliability of the approximations decreases when co' increases. Thus, while the utiliz-

ation estimates from QNA are reliable, the flow time results are not. Jackman and

Johnson (1993) found similar results in evaluating queuing network models.

We now analyze the simulation results. The discussion will be segregated by

the service time distribution of the job shop node. Within this taxonomy, we will

categorize by demand, set-up time, and processing time variability. Atl five confþr-
ations will be discussed individually with respect to the four performance measures.

Further, the effect of the four scheduling rules will be examined. Thus, we will

observe the following hierarchy for analyzing the results: processing time distribution

of the job shop node (Exponential, Normal), demand (low, high), set-up time (low,

high), processing time variability (low, high), system confþration (F-l J-F, F-J-F,

J-F-J, F-J-F-J-F), performance measure (resource utilization, flow time, flow time

coefficient of variance, percent tardy batches), scheduling rule (FIFQ SPT, LPT,

EDD), and batch size (10, 20, 30,40, 50). The graphs are in the Appendix. The page

numbers of the graphs are indicated next to the corresponding sections. The unit of

flow time is minutes.
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5.3 Exponential Service

This section corresponds to Exponential service at the job shop node. The mean ser-

vice time is two minutes/job.

I-ow demand, low set-up (p115): The first configuration tested was F-J. Resource

utilization (RU) is approximately the same for all scheduling rules. This is because

roughly the same amount of work is processed under all scheduling rules. Flow time

(FT) increases with batch size because large batches incur more processing time.

Flow time CV (FrcV) decreases with batch size because large batches reduce vari-

ability by optimizing on set-ups. The results for percentage of jobs that are tardy @T)

are similar to those of flow time.

The second configuration tested was J-F. RU in J-F is somewhat lower than in

F-J. A job shop is usually the bottleneck in a system. When a job shop is the first

node in a system it delays work for the rest of the system thus lowering utilization.

FT is also higher in comparison with F-J for the same reason. FT is highest under

LPT and lowest under SPT. Scheduling rules are effective in J-F because the first

node is a bottleneck. FTCV is lowest for FIFO and highest for SPT. This is because

under FIFO batches are released to the qystem without reordering whereas the sched-

uling rules reorder the queue as new batches arrive, thus adding variability to the FT.

This effect is compounded in J-F as the bottleneck at the beginning of the facility

results in a longer queue as compared to F-J. Thus, FTCV is lower for FIFO in J-F

than in F-J and higher for scheduling rules. PT first decreases with batch size and

then increases. The decrease is probably due to set-ups whose effect diminishes after

a certain batch size (cf $1.2). PT is higher than in F-J because of increased FT.

The third configuration tested was F-J-F. RU is lower than in F-J or J-F

because the job shop node restricts work for the following flow line node and RU is

averaged over all the nodes. FT is higher than in F-J but lower than in J-F. FTCV is

lower than in F-J because of the increased FT. Similarty PT is slightly higher. The
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graphs for F-J-F are similar to F-J, and not J-F. This demonstrates that F-J-F is
similar to (F-J)-F and not F-(J-F), ie, a flow line node succeeding a manufacnrring

facility causes less variation in a system than one preceding. This observation can be

important in gaging the performance of design changes to the system.

The fourth qystem tested was J-F-J. As compared with previous configurations,

RU, FT, and PT are higher because of the added node. FrcV is slightly lower

because of increased FT. Nore rhat, J-F-J behaves like (J-F)-J and not J-(F-r), ie, a

job shop node added to the end of a manufacturing line causes less variability.

The last system tested was F-J-F-J-F, This system is similar in behavior to F-J

and F-J-F. It is apparent that (i) the first node in the system and the scheduling rule

have a major affect on the performance measures and (ii) adding nodes to the end of a
system as opposed to the beginning of a system effects less change in the system.

Thus, the behavior of large systems can be predicted by gradually adding nodes to the

tail of the system even though the physical configuration may require new nodes at

the beginning or the middle of the system.

Low demand' high set-up (p119): For systems starting with a flow line, high set-up

increases FT due to longer queues. The other performance measures are similar in
behavior to the corresponding configurations in the low demand case. This is to be

expected as set-up time is a variable for the job shop nodes onty-it is fixed for the

flow line nodes over all confþrations. However, systems with a job shop as the first
node perform differently. RU increases significantly for batches of size 20 and then

stabilizes. This is because large batches use resources more efficiently by decreasing

set-ups. RU also starts decreasing for batches greater than size 30 because of the

increased wait for the flow line. FT decreases for batches of size 20 for the same

reason. For small batches, FT is lower under LPT than FIFO and EDD because of
set-ups. FrcV is still lowest under FIFO. PT follows the same trend as FT but is

higher significantly than in the previous case.

High demand, low set-up (p123): For systems with a flow line as the first node, RU,
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FT, and FrcV are higher than in the previous configurations. PT is now affected by

the scheduling rules with SPT minimizing tardiness. The other performance measures

exhibit similar trends as in the previous configurations. Sysûems with a job shop as

the first node behave as in the case above. RU and FT are higher.whereas FTCV and

PT are roughly the same.

High demand, high set-up (pL27): High demand coupled with high set-up further

worsens the performance measures, which begin to demonstrate definite trends. RU

decreases and FT and PT increase. There is marginal change in FTCV. In sysúems

starting with a flow line, FT increases with batch size while FTCV and PT decrease.

In systems statring with a job shop, FT, FrcY and PT decrease with baûch size.

Batches of size 40 maximize RU under all scheduling rules.

It seems that demand affects systems that have a flow line as the fîrst node. On the

other hand, set-up time affects systems with a job shop as the first node. This effect is

measured by the change in the values of the performance measures. A possible reason

is that demand may also be affecting the job shops, but this effect is masked by the

set-up time, which is not a factor for flow lines.

5.4 Normal Service

This section corresponds to Normal service times at the job shop node. An additional

variable in this case is the processing time variability, which is given by the standard

deviation of the Normal distribution. Note that the coefficient of variation of a Nor

mal distribution is less than that of an Exponential distribution.

I-ow demand, low set-up, low variability (p131): In systems with a flow line as the

first node, RU is almost identical for all batch sizes and scheduling rules. FT and PT

increase linearly with batch size while FTCV decreases. With job shop as the first

node, RU is again approximately the same under all scheduling rules. FT is mini-
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mvÊd by batches of size 20 under SPT probably due to set-up. Large batches favor

the other performance measures.

Low demand, low set-up, high variability (p135): The performance measures for

the high variability case do not seem significantly different, especially when a flow

line is the first node. In the other sysrems, FT and PT are slightly higher.

Low demand, high set-up, Iow variability (p139): As in the Exponential case,

increasing set-up does not have a significant effect on systems starting with a flow

line. V/hen a job shop is the first node, RU and FT are (again) optimal for large

batches because of reduced set-ups. FT and PT are significantly higher than in the

low set-up case, because of frequent set-ups. Compared with the low set-up case, FT

and PT are much higher for small batches.

Low demand, high set-up, high variability (p143): As expected, increasing PTV of

the job shop does not have a significant effect on the performance measures. Com-

pared with the low set-up case, FT and PT are much higher for small baûches, but

still minimized by SPT. FrcV is higher for SPT and LPT and roughly the same for

FIFO and EDD. This is probably because of more frequent reordering of the queue

before the first node (set-up is added to the processing time for scheduling).

High demand, low set-up, low variability (pI47): In systems with a flow line as the

first node, RU is similar for all batch sizes and scheduling rules. FT increases with

batch size while FTCV decreases. PT is minimized by batches of size 20. In the other

systems, RU is maximized by batches of size 40 under LPT. The other perfonnance

measures are also optimal for large batches. Compared with the low demand case, the

values of all performance measures are higher especially for small baæhes. As before,

demand has a significant effect on systems starting with a flow line.

High demand, low set-up, high variability (p151): Increasing PTV does not affect
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the performance measures significantly. In compaiison with the low demand case, all

performance measures are higher in value.

High demand, high set-up, low variability (p155): Systems beginning with a flow

line have similar RU under all configurations. FT and PT are minimum for batch size

20 while FrcV decreases with batch size. When a job shop is the frst node, batches

of size at least 30 are optimal for all performance measures. Compared with the low

demand and low set-up cases, the current system has higher values for all perform-

ance measures.

High set-up, high'demand, high variability (p159): Once again, PTV has only a

marginal effect on the performance measures. An increase in demand or set-up does

affect the performance measures-demand influences qystems beginning with a flow

line and set-up affects systems beginning with a job shop. While both factors influ-

ence both kinds of systems, the impact of one factor may be masked by the other.

s.s Statistical Analysis

We will review some statistical concepts common to ANOVA, MANOVA, and

Regression before presenting the statistical analysis. Most of this section draws on

Stevens (1992).

5.5.1 ANOVA / MANOVA

The essence of ANOVA is hypothesis testing. Hypothesis testing uses the

mean of a sample population to test whether the underlying population mean is differ-

ent. However, a sampling distribution is an approximation of the population distribu-

tion. Thus, there is always a probability of making an error when úesting the null

hypothesis (^F/6: equal population means), which is based on the sampling distribution.

This may result in rejection of the null hypothesis when it is actually true. Therefore,

one must decide the acceptable risk of making this error. It is desirable to make this
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risk small and 5 % risk is an acceptable level. Formally, this is equivalent to setting

the level of significance (o) at .05, ie, we are willing to take a 5% chance of making

^ 
type I error, which is the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true.

Type I error is equivalent to saying that the group means differ when they don t.

þpe II error (ß) is another error associated with conducting statistical æsts.

This is the probability of accepting .F/o when it is false, ie, saying that population

means don t differ when they do. Both fype I and type II errors can occur and they

are related inversely. Therefore, it is important to maintain a balance between the

two. A related issue is that of power. The power of a statistical test (l-ß) is the

probability of rejecting Ë10 when it is false. Thus, power is the probability of making a

correct decision. The power of a statistical test is related directly to: (i) the o level,

(ii) the sample size, and (iii) the effect size, which is the magnitude effect of the

treatments on the response variables. Power is not an issue for large sample sizes

( > 100).

ANOVA entails multiple statistical tests and the cv level attains much more

significance in such cases. Overall ø for a set of tests is the probability of at least one

false rejection when I/o is true. According to the Bonferroni Inequaliry, if k hypoth-

eses are being tested at a' then overall a < ka' . If the tests are independent, then

overall cY : 1 - (1 -o,')k = kd.'. Thus, some significant results could actually be

type I errors, ie, incorrect results. For example, when conducting a 4-way ANOVA

(ABCD), 15 tests are being performed, one for each effect (4, B, C, D, AB, AC,

AD BC, BD, CD, ABC, ABD, ACD, BCD, ABCD). If each effect is tested at the

5% level, then overall o=.54, ie, there is roughly a 50% probability of making an

erTor.

As mentioned above, ffict size affects the power of a statistical æst. Effect

size is the difference a treatment makes on a response variable. Cohen (1977) devel-

oped a measure of effect size for the univariate t test. It indicates how many standard

deviations the groups differ by. The measure for two groups, fi = 6r- l)ls. en

effect size of roughly .2 is small, .5 is medium, and over .8 is large. Effect size is
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important because it is independent of the sample size unlike the F test. Like most

statistical ûests, the F test will usually indicate significance given a large sample.

However, the difference may not have practical significance (sufficient difference

between the means of the response variables). While there is no consensus on a

measure of the effect sizÊ, a properly designed experiment can contribuúe toward large

effects. Practical significance can also be gaged by examining the means of the

response variables.

Finally, in statistical analysis, anomalous data poins called outliers are com-

mon. Outliers are data points very different from the rest. It is important to identify

outliers because we want the analysis to reflect majority of the data and not the devi-

ant data points.

5.5.2 Regression

Simple regression attempts to predict a dependent variable from an indepen-

dent variable. In multiple regression we are interested in predicting a dependent vari-

able from multiple independent variables. Vy'e are seeking a combination of predictors

that is correlated highly with the dependent variable, not conelated mutually, and

capable of explaining a high proportion of variance of the dependent variable. The

measure of correlation between the observed and predicúed values is called R. Sample

size (n) and the number of predictors (k) can determine the generalizability of a

regression equation. In general, an nlk ratio (number of subjects/predictor) of 15 or

more is desirable.

Evidently, correlation between predictors can limit R severely. This situation is

called multícollínearity. It can be diagnosed by examining the correlation matrix.

More rigorously, the variance inflatíon factor (VIF) for a predictor indicates the

strength of the linear association between itself and the other predictors. Myers (1990)

remarked that a VIF over 10 is cause for concern. The simplest way of combating

multicollinearity is to combine predictors that are correlated highly. Alternatively, all

but one of the correlated predictors can be dropped as long as the model is not under-

specified.
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Another problem in multiple regression is having not enough (underfîtting) or

too many (overfÏtting) predictors in a model. Mallow (1973) introduced a measure

called Mallow's Co that can help prevent under/overfitting. It is recommended that for

a good model, Ct = k.

Validation of a regression model indicates how well a regression equation will

predict on an independent sample of data. Model validation can be established by data

splitting, computing an adjusted R2, and using the Press statistic. In data splitting, the

sample is split in half. The regression equation obtained from one sample is validaæd

on the other. Adjusted R2 measures the loss in predictive power. The most commonly

used formula is by Wherry and it estimates the amount of variance in y that would be

accounted for had the prediction equation been derived from the population from

which the sample was drawn. The Press statistic, R2oo,:1-PresslÐ(J,-y). It is a

measure of the predictive power of the regression equation on independent data

samples. The prediction error for each subject is computed for the regression equation

derived from the remaining subjects. Thus, the statistic comprises n validations, each

based oî n- 1 samples.

There are no rigorous methods for determining sample size and effect size in

k-group MANOVA. Laüter (1978) provided tables for determining the sample size per

group required for given values of a and power. The tables assume a knowledge of

the effect size. The value of a chosen for this study is .01 for reasons mentioned

above. Thus, if the effect size is small and the desired power is .9 then according to

the tables the sample size needed is 240 for the 4-group-4-rariable case and 260 for

the 5-group-4-variable case. However, recall that a reliable regression equation

requires at least 15 subjects/predictor. The individual levels of the variables in this

study yield up to 15 predictors. This means that we need a sample size of at least 225

for the 5-group case. The sample size in this study is 8000 for the case of Exponential

service at the job shop and 16000 for Normal service.

There are four dependent variables (regressands, response variables, varia-

bles): resource utilization (RU), flow time (FT), flow time coefficient of variance
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(explanatory variables, groups, predictors, regressors, treatments) for Exponential

service: batch size (BS), scheduling rule (SR), set-up time (ST), and demand (Dem).

Additionally, we are examining processing time variability (PTV) for Normal service

at the job shop. There are five levels of BS (r0, 20, 30, 40,50), four levels of sR

(FIFO, SPT, LPT, EDD), and two levels each of ST, Dem, and PTV (low, high).

Thus there are 80 treatment combinations in the Exponential case and 160 in the

Normal case with 100 replications per combination.

5.5.3 Results

Statistical analysis was performed in SAS 6.08 on an Amdahl 5890. Consider-

ing that any model drawn on a sample population is only an approximation, our inter-

est is not in the figures provided by SAS-we will be focusing on the results of hypo-

thesis testing.

The simulation output was first verified for the assumptions of ANOVA, ie, (i)

the observations are distributed normally on the dependent variable in each group, (ii)

the population variances for the groups are equal, and (iii) the observations are inde-

pendent. In some cases the observations were correlated as indicated by the intraclass

correlation (cf $a.7) and the Durbin-Watson statistic. As mentioned earlier, any

violation in the independence assumption affects the level of significance and the

power of the F statistic. This means that the actual cy can be substantially greater that

the nominal cv. Scariano & Davenport (1987) showed that dependence has a signifi-

cant effect on type I error. The data were transformed using the Cochrane-Orcutt

procedure (Cochrane & Orcutt 1949), which removed most of the first-order autocor-

relation. The data for some variables were also heteroscedastic, which was corrected

by transformations. These transformations are reported in the regression equations.

The ouþut was then considered for the corresponding three MANOVA as-

sumptions. There is no convenient method of assessing multi'yariaæ norrrality. How-

ever, 
.the 

presence of univariate normality of the observations on each variable is a

necessary condition for multivariate normality and is a good indicator of multirariaæ

normality (Gnanadesikan L977). As stated in $4.6, the assumption of homogenous
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covariance matrices is very restrictive. It implies that not only are the variances of the

dependent variables equal but also their covariances. Contrast this with a univariaþ r

test which requires equal variances for one variable only. It is unlikely that equal

variance-covariance matrix assumption would be satisfîed literally in practice. Hollo-

way & Dunn (1967) and Olson (1974) conducted Monte Carlo studies to examine the

effect of unequal covariance matrices on a and found that equal group sizes keep the

nominal cv close to actual d except for extreme cases. Because the group sizes are

equal in this study and there is no convenient way to verify multivariate nonnality and

heteroscedasticity, the data were not assessed for these assumptions. The third as-

sumption is that of the independence of observations, which was verified in the

ANOVA assumptions.

There are three assumptions in multiple regression-independence and normal-

ity of error terms with constant variance. The normality assumption was verifîed by

residual plots and the independence assumption was examined in the assumptions for

ANOVA. There are also the implicit assumptions of additivity and a linear relation-

ship between the dependent and the independent variables. Finally, outliers were not

removed from the datasets because of the enormity of data and our experience that

unforseen occurrences are common in a manufacturing environment.

The first set of hypotheses relate to multiv¿riate tests. Hypothesis 1Il æsts

whether a simultaneous comparison of the four dependent variables at each of the five

levels of BS shows a significant overall effect. Similarly, hypotheses 2H-5H relate to:

SR (2.i1Ð, ST (3^i!Ð, Dem (4If , and PTV (5¡1). Hypothesis 6Il æsts whether a simulta-

neous comparison of the four dependent variables at each level of the first-order

interactions shows a significant overall effect. An interaction means that the effect an

independent variable has on a dependent variable is not the same for all levels of the

other independent variables (Sævens 1992). For brevity, the following results apply to

the configuration F-J-F-J-F,

The multir¡ariate hypotheses 1Il-5^F/ were rejected in both the Exponential and

Normal cases indicating that the independent variables have a statistically significant

effect on the composite of the dependent variables. Hypothesis 6Fl could not be
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rejected because the BSxSR, SRxST, and SRxDem interactions were not significant

in the Exponential case and the SRxST, SRxPTV and STxPTV inæractions in the

Normal case. Therefore, the corresponding univariate hypotheses were not tested.

Corresponding to the multirariate hypotheses, two types of univariaûe hypoth-

eses are defined to detect significant main effects and first-order interactions. The

population mean of an effect is obtained by combining the means of all configurations

possible for that effect. Hypothesis 7F1 æsts for a significant difference in population

means of mean RU when the system is configured with the five levels of BS, four

levels of SR, two levels of ST, two levels of Dem, and two levels of PTV. Hypoth-

esis 8// tests for a. significant difference in population means of mean RU when the

system is configured with any pair of BS, SR, ST, Dem, or PTV. Hypotheses 9H-

14H relate to: FT (9,101Ð, FTCV (11,,121Ð, and pT (13,I41Ð.

In the Exponential case, 9H and 13Ël were rejecæd indicating that BS, SR, ST,

and Dem have a statistically significant effect on FT and PT. However, some of these

effects were not practically significant, ie, the effect sizes were small. The effect sizes

can be gaged from the graphs and the related discussion in the preceding section. As

an example, the effect sizes on FrcV and PT are large among the flrst th¡ee levels of

BS and small among the last three levels. Equivalently, batch sizes 10, 20, and 30

have a practical effect, whereas batch sizes 40 and 50 dont. Hypotheses'7H,8^F1, 10-

tZH,.and 14Fl could not be rejected. While we cannot conclude that there is no main

or interaction effect on the response variables, the experiment was not sufficiently

sensitive to detect it.

In the Normal case, the hypotheses related to the main effects, except 7I{,

were rejected. As above, some of the effects were not practically significant. The

hypotheses related to interactions could not be rejected. The following table surtmar-

izes the main effects and interactions.
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Main effects and Interactions

RpsouncE
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Flow Tltvtp
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ST
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PTV

BS XSR

BS xST

BS XD¡u

BS xPTV

SRXST

SRxDsvr

SRXPTV

STxDppr

ST xPTV

DSN,IXPTV

e - significant when service at the job shop is Exponential

n - significant when service at the job shop is Normal
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The final step in the statistical analysis is finding multiple regression relation-

ships for the dependent variables. There are 13 independent variables in the Expo-

nential case and 15 in the Normal case. Each variable corresponds to a level of the

independent variables. All variables are dummy (binary) variables since they contain

categorical information such as the BS, SR, ST, and Dem level for an observation.

Dummy variables are treated exactly like other regressors in multiple regression. The

Sæpwise procedure was used to select a significant set of predictors. This procedure

initially selects the predictor with the largest correlation with y. If this predictor is

found significant then another predictor is selected on a similar basis and so on. At

each step the importance of a predictor is reassessed. Thus, a predictor that may have

been included earlier may be insignificant later.

' An examination of the collinearity diagnostics showed no evidence of

multicollinearity and all VIFs were under two. Mallow's Co was used to avoid mis-

specification and C* = k for all the models. The models were validated using adjusted

R2 and R'n",, and these values were almost identical to R2 indicating the generaluab-

ility of the regression relationships. Since we are dealing with dummy variables, the

regression coefficiens cannot be used to comment on the magnitude of the effect of

the corresponding variables. Note that in such a case the regression equations have

one level per category is missing. This is because only n - 1 dummy variables are

needed to specify n categories. If there is onty one dummy variable in a model, the

coefficient of the dummy variable represents the difference between intercepts of that

category and the excluded category. The intercept for the excluded category is the

constant term. With more than one dummy variable, an entire group of categories is

excluded and the observations are compared with this reference group (Mirer 1988).

Since the regression relationships do not lend themselves well to intuitive

deductions and a qualitative analysis was conducûed in the previous section, we will

condense the present discussion. This does not discount the utility of these expressions

in analyzing different scenarios. The transformations used to control heteroscedasticity

are indicated in italics.
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Exponential:

RU': L.84 - .076 BSlo

FT': 6.78 - .91 BSro

.074 BS2o + .57 Dem, RU':I/RU
.5 BS20 - .25 BSro - .19 BSs0 + .015 SR.,* + .035

.38 Dem, il':log(FT)
.056 BS20 - .026 BSro - .0065 SR.,ro - .013 STL +

.16 BS40 +.29 BS50 - .094 SRoro - .22 SR 
". 

+ .093

El'=log(PT)

FTCV

PT':

sR 
", - .11 ST, -

: .44 - .1 BSro +

.028Dem,

1.89 - .13 BSio +

STr - .88 Dem'-

Normal:

RU : .56 + .0079 BSoo + .00468Ss0 + .0015 ST" - .14Dem,

FT': 6.72 - .95 BSi' - .67 BSro - .39 BS30 - .17 BS4o + .013 SRFTF' - .0004

SRr"r + .03 SRrn - .I7 ST, - .38 Dem, - .026 PTVL il':Iog(FT)
FrcV : .4 *.15 BS10 +.079 BS20 + .0428530 + .02 BSoo - .0075 SRnro - .033

SRr", - .027 Dem, - .006 PTVL

PT': 1.03 - .5 BSr0 - .73 BSro - .41 BS30 - .21 BS4o + .028 SRFTF9 + .0014

SRs"r + .13 SR"", - .23 ST, - .29Dem, - .15 PTVL Pl':log@T)

5.6 Summary

We assessed the effectiveness of batching decisions by studying the effect of baæh

sizæ, scheduling rule, set-up time, demand, and processing time variability on

resource utilization, flow time, flow time CY and percent tardy jobs. There is no

variable that optimizns all the performance measure simultaneously. Each variable

presents distinct outcomes and implications on the performance measures. V/hile some

observations are applicable to all confþrations, a segregation by the processing time

distribution seems appropriate.

The all-Exponential case causes substantial variabilify in the process. It is

apparent that the frst node and the scheduling rule have a signifïcant impact on the

performance measures. RU is mostly unaffected by the independent variables except
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in high traffic facilities that start with a job shop. It is highest under SPT and lowest

under LPT because the first node indicates the performance of the entire facility.

Also, in high traffic situations, RU shows an asymptotic relationship with baûch size.

FT is unaffected by scheduling rules in facilities starting with a. flow line. In other

configurations, it is highest under LPT and lowest under SPT. FT is also affecûed by

batch size in these cases. Due to set-ups, the FT of batches of size 10 is greaær than

that of sirc 20. However, in high traffic situations, SPT and LPT are very effective in

containing the FT of small batches. FTCV is affected slightly by scheduling rules

when a flow line is the first node. It does decrease with barch size indicating that

large batches reduce variability in the process. In systems that begin with a job shop,

FrcV is highest under SPT and lowest under FIFO. This is because in FIFO jobs are

released to the facility without reordering. EDD is also effective in reducing the

FrcV as compared to SPT and LPT. As expected, PT follows the same trend as FT

with both being very sensitive to traffic. SPT contains tardiness consistently. EDD is

also very effective except for small batches. Small batches are less tardy under LPT

than under EDD. High demand leads to more traffic in the system thus magnifying

the effect of scheduling rules. Increased traffic also results in a general deterioration

in the values of the performance measures. High demand has a detrimental effect on

systems that begin with a flow line whereas high set-up acts against systems starting

with a job shop.

The Normal case imparts little variability to the job shop. Since processing on

the flow lines is Exponential, the variability in the operation of the flow line is greater

than that of the job shop. However, the job shop is still a bottleneck due to high set-

up. As in the Exponential case, RU is mostly unaffected except in high traffic situ-

ations. Due to the reduced variability, FT, FrcV, and PT are slightly lower as com-

pared to the Exponential case. PTV does not have a significant affect on the perform-

ance measures.

The preceding analysis forms the essence of this study. We have now completed the

steps outlined in the research methodology. We formulated analytical models for one-
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and two-server qystems with service in batches. V/e then examined larger systems

using simulation models. These were validated by queuing network models. The

simulation models allowed an understanding of the interface between a job shop and a

flow line and the relationships between the dependent and the independent variables.

The simulation ouþut was tested statistically and checked for the assumptions of

analysis of variance and hypothesis testing. We then ûested the hypotheses proposed in

chapter four and built multiple regression models. In the concluding chapær we will

summarize the research, make recommendations for batch manufacturing systems, and

provide directions for further research.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Batch production accounts for most manufacturing activity today. The conventional

method of appraising the performance of a manufacturing system has been scheduling.

It is apparent from this study that batching policies have a significant impact on the

performance of a system. The aim of this research is to examine the performance of

batching policies uirder given configurations of a manufacturing facility. The context

is manufacturing facilities with flow lines and job shops. As in most studies, we have

observed some expected results and a few unexpected ones. In the sequel we provide

an abstract of the research and directions for further work.

6.t Synopsis

We approached this research by exploring analytical models based on phase-type

distributions. While the models provide exact results for the wait of an individual

customer in a batch, they are suitable for studying individual workcenters such as

bottleneck machines. The models can also be used for an aggregaûe analysis of the

entire manufacturing facility. The next step was to build simulation models with

alternating flow line and job shop nodes. These nodes are distinguished by the set-up

and processing time. The hypothesis is that a manufacturing facility can be decom-

posed into nodes with these characteristics and consecutive nodes of the s¿rme type can

be approximated by a single node with appropriate set-up and processing time. Five

systems of increasing complexity were simulated. The data gathered were deemed

sufficient to extrapolate the results to a general barch manufacturing facility. The

simulation model was validated by queuing network analysis. Experimental design and

statistical analysis were used as a basis for hypothesis testing and multiple regression.
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o.z Results

The analytical models are based on discrete phase-type distributions, which can model

a variety of discrete distributions. The main result from the numerical examples is

that the wait before service of an individual customer in a batch is decreasing with the

customer and that this decrease may not be linear.

The results from the simulations provide considerable insight into the operation

of barch manufacturing systems. The confþration of the facility has a major impact

on its performance. A job shop at the beginning of a facility has a detrimental effect

on the performance measures as it delays work for the rest of the facility. These types

of facilities benefit immensely from scheduling rules because of the queue that forms

before the job shop. However, scheduling rules are not beneficial for facilities that

begin with a flow line. In this study, batches were scheduled before the flust node. It
is also possible to apply the scheduling rules before every node but this is not a prac-

tical option in most manufacturing systems.

A valuable result is that the gain in performance measures is marginal after

batches of size 20, indicating that this batch size "optimizes' the performance

measures simultaneously. Thus, it may not be worthwhile to produce in large batches

as small batches can enhance quality, flexibility, and capacity (cf $1.2).An inærest-

ing result is that SPT is more effective at meeting due dates than EDD. This may be a

function of the parameters used in this study. However, pilot runs of the simulation

under other parameter values also preferred SPT. As mentioned above, facilities that

begin with a flow line do not benefit significantly from scheduling rules. The simula-

tion results show that FIFO performs reliably in such cases. Considering that FIFO

does not require knowledge of the processing times and it reduces flow time CV, it
provides added benefïts as a scheduling rule.

Set-up time has a signifTcant effect on the performance measures, especially

for small batches. While the importance of decreasing set-up is stressed often, it is

frequently infeasible to reduce set-up without significant investment in technology. In
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this study, set-up time is irrespective of batch size. This means that small barches

incur the same set-up as large batches. Thus, small batches have a long wait before

service. This fact is documented in many analytical studies (cf Chapter 2) and is

substantiated by the simulation models in this study. However, in cases where parts

are loaded on the machines, set-up time may (also) be a function of baûch size. This

scenario more closely models sequence-dependent set-up times. The simulation

models in this study were used to examine the variable set-up case. The models were

also subjected to high traffic and the results from both cases were not significantly

different from the ones reported in this study.

The effect of demand is similar to set-up time. This means that increasing

demand has a similar effect on the performance measures as increasing set-up. How-

ever, unlike set-up, which has a direct effect on the job shops only, demand affects

the entire facility. Thus, scheduling rules are slightly effective for qysæms beginning

with a flow line. Finally, while processing time variability has a statistically signifi-

cant effect on the performance measures, a look at the graphs reveals that this effect

is not significant practically.

The main contribution of this research is that batching is a viable option in

manufacturing because conventional job shop scheduling theory renders a simplistic

and unrealistic view of manufacturing and is inadequate in predicting the behavior of

a realistic facility. This statement gains much significance considering that barch

production accounts for upto 80% of manufacturing activity (Chevalier 1936).

This research relies on the decomposition of a manufacturing facility into nvo

types of nodes-job shops and flow lines-that are differentiated by the set-up and

processing time requirements. The job shop nodes can be considered as bottlenecks,

which are present in most manufacturing systems. Thus, the five configurations exam-

ined in this study can also be differentiated by the position of the bottleneck(s). An

important result of this study is the influence of the system configuration or the posi-

tion of the bottleneck node(s) on the performance measures. This study is thus appli-

cable to most batch manufacturing systems.

The results can be used for selecting a confþration given the objective of
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optimizing a performance measure or for selecting levels of independent variables that

optimize a performance measure under a given configuration. It is evident that a

bottleneck is more detrimental to a facility when it appears at the front. However, if
this is the case, then appropriate batching policies could be used to optimize selected

performance measures. For example, if the fïrst node is a job shop and the objective

is to meet demand on time, SPT and EDD are both effective, which leaves the man-

ager with the tradeofß involved in selecting either scheduling rule. If the first node is

a flow line then the choice is the same, except that the tradeoffs are different.

o.: lmplications

The models developed in this research are analytical as well as simulation. The ana-

lytical models can be used to obtain exact results for single- and two-server systems

that process work in batches. These models are useful for aggregate analysis of an

entire system. The advantage is that numerical results are available quickly so that

alternative configurations are easy to examine. Simulation can then be used to exam-

ine a specific configuration in detail. Besides providing numerical results, this

research provides fresh intuitive insight into manufacturing problems.

We have assumed that a manufacturing qystem that is composed of flow lines

and job shops can be decomposed so that a series of consecutive flow lines can be

aggregated into one flow line and a group of job shops can be aggregated into one job

shop.. This can be achieved by altering the set-up and processing times of the aggre-

gate nodes. While this approach does not allow a detailed analysis, alternative qystem

confþrations can be evaluated quickly by studying the simplified arrangements.

The models in this study caprure set-up precisely by including it explicitly.

This research also gives a faithful view of a bottleneck machine. A bottleneck is

considered to be the machine that determines total output. This machine is the first to

saturate as output is increased. However, machines usually saturate because of queues

and not a capacity limit. The bottlenecks can shift with queues and are the ones that

determine the batching policy.
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The models can be used for various purposes. Appropriate scheduling rules

and batch sizes can help immensely by saving set-ups, especially on bottleneck

machines. A knowledge of flow times can also allow precise MRP calculations and

improve the order release times. The models can judge the performance of a facility

under differing product mix, demand, and shift policy. Issues such as capacity

planning can also be addressed by changing the characteristics of individual machines

and if feasible, the configuration of the facility. The inæraction of the performance

measures with variables such as set-up time can be measured easily. Thus, the impact

of investment in technology on set-up time can be evaluated (Iftrmarkar et a|1985).

This research can help the decision maker select a performance parameter that

will optimize a given strategy. The effect of system configuration on the performance

of a facility can be used to influence the design of the system before the planning

skge is implemented. This information can be critical in developing the manufactur-

ing strategy for a new product, changing the product mix, judging capacity, and

investment in technology. Thus, the management can align the operations strategy

with the long-term manufacturing strategy of the firm.

6.+ Further Research

Research in batching is at an early stage. This is mainly due to the conventional view

of scheduling a job shop. This study leads to many avenues in this field. The analyti-

cal models could be extended to a network of workcenters. The models could also be

modified to consider the correlation that is added to the ouÞut stream from a preced-

ing machine. A useful addition to the simulation models will be sequence dependent

set-ups and dynamic scheduling rules. A use of other performance measures is also

possible. A natural progression would be to combine these measures into a multi-

criteria decision making problem. We have considered the effect of the change in a

parameter by keeping the other parameters constant. The models can also be used to

evaluate confþrations in which more than one parameter is alæred. It would also be

useful to incorporate rework, machine breakdowns, and transport times.
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